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52 Receive Patriotic Welcome

Former Hostages Spend
First Full Day In America
By ANN BLACKMAN
Associated Press Writer

WATER TREATMENT AWARD — The Murray Water Treatment Plant has been selected as the recipient of the
1980 award for the best water plant operation in the west Kentucky region by the Kentucky Water-Wastewater
Operators Association, West Kentucky Chapter. John Nolin, plant supervisor, right, Ronnie Boyd, operator, second
from right, and Tommy Marshall„ water system superintendent, left, are shown receiving the award from Mayor
Melvin Henley.

NEWBURGH, N.Y. AP) — Tense,
quiet, the last minute of the longest day.
Then suddenly, over the terminal
loudspeaker: "Freedom One has touched down."
Cheers and tears, whoops and cries.
Spontaneously, the loved ones of the 52
Americans burst into the Star Spangled
Banner.
And on the surrounding hillside that
overlooked the airport, a collective
cheer echoed across the Hudson Valley.
Sirens wailed. Banners waved. Grown
men, like Col. Donald Bernstein, in stiff
uniformt with rows of ribbons, cried.
-Everyone was in his own personal
trance," Bernstein said.
Slowly, oh so slowly, the sleek silverand-white plane with "The United
States of America" emblazoned across
the side, taxied up to the yellow carpet
that stretched over the tarmac to the
terminal. •
Inside the plane, the freed
Americans, who could have no idea of

Kentucky Arts Commission Awards Funds

MCMA,Community Theatre Receive Grants
The Murray Civic Music Association
and the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre Arts Inc. have been
awarded Governor's Challenge Grants
by the Kentucky Arts Commission.
The 58 grants awarded statewide to
arts organizations totaled $654,895. The
MCMA received $1,068, while the Community Theatre received $2,772.
Those organizations receiving grants
get state matching awards for funds
raised from private sources. To be
eligible for assistance, fund-raising
results of the previous year must be exceeded.
-We are delighted to get the grant,"
said A. W. Simmons, vice president of
the Civic Music Association. -This will
give us an opportunity to bring higher
quality artists to the area."
"The money, which we were thrilled
to receive, has helped us to pay many
bills that we owed for restoring the
depot," said Becky Wilson, Community
Theatre treasurer. "The amount of the
grant was a little more than 20 percent
of the $13,504 that we raised in our fundraising projects," she continued.
According to Marvin Weaver, assistant director of the Kentucky Arts Commission, the Governor's Challenge
Grant serves each year as an incentive

for arts organizations to increase their
annual contributions from the private
sector.
"As a result of the Challenge Grant
incentive, private support for Kentucky
Arts organizations increased by 40 percent last year," he said. "During the
six-year history of the grant, arts fundraising has increased by 350 percent
from $900,000 in 1974-75 to $3.2 million
last year."
The Challenge Grant program only

ML&T Wins
Top State
Press Award
The Murray Ledger & Times was
among the award winners at the Kentucky Press Association's annual Better Newspaper Contest banquet held
over the past weekend.
The local newspaper received a First
Place award in its division for Best
Editorial. The newspaper also was
recognized with an honorable mention
in the best locally written column
category.
"We are honored for this award in
editorial excellence as the best in Kentucky for our category and we will continue to seek balance and comment in
the heart of our paper on local and national issues as they arise," Walter Apperson, Murray Ledger & Times
publisher, said today.
Award winners were announced
Saturday by KPA president Walter
Dear, a Henderson publisher, as the
as.sociation's midwinter conference
drew to a close at the Hyatt Regency
Louisville.
Entries in the daily newspaper competition were broken into three classes
- Class I for newspapers of less than
15,000, Class II for circulations of 15,000
to 30,000 and Class III for circulation of
more than 30,000.
( Additional story and complete list of
is...niers on Page 9. I

This year the Kentucky Arts Commission worked with recipients of the grant
to prepare a study of their impact on
Kentucky's economy. The survey showed that the 58 arts organizations receiving awards in 1980-81 will spend $11
million within the state this year on

salaries, goods and services.
"These arts groups provide nearly $4
million in wages and benefits for their
employees alone and generate an additional $5 million in payments to individuals," Weaver said.
"Put another way," he continued,
"these 58 groups contribute $42 to the
Kentucky economy for every $1 they
receive from the Governor's Challenge
Grant. We feel that's a pretty good
return on the state's investment."

School Superintendents Want To
Leave Ten Commandments Up
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky's school superintendents, for the
most part, are sure of what they want to
do with copies of the Ten Commandments on classroom walls, even with
some confusion over a U.S. Supreme
court decision. They want to leave them
up.
Last November the U.S. Supreme
Court struck down a 1978 Kentucky law
that required the commandments to be
posted at private expense in every

Library To Extend
Hours Starting Feb. 1
The Calloway County Public Library
will be open on Friday nights and Sunday afternoons beginning Sunday, Feb.

matches those funds raised for general
operating purposes. Gifts for capital expenditures and endowments are not
eligible.

1, according to an announcement made
today by library officials.
The change will provide an additional
seven hours per week that the local
library facility is open to serve its
patrons. Under the new policy, the
library will remain open until 8 p.m. on
Fridays rather than closing at 5 p.m.
and will be open from I p.m. to 5 p.m. on
Sunday afternoons.
"For some time a number of people
have requested that the library hours
be extended and have explicitly requested the possibility of adding Friday
and Sunday hours," Margaret
Trevathan,librarian, said.
"We are seeing a great increase in
the use of the library, its materials and
services and surmise part of tis is due
to the over-all economic situation,"
Mrs. Trevathan said. "Instead of
traveling, people seem lobe looking for
a means of entertainment at home and
With the cost increase in books and
periodicals, people have cut back buying and subscribing on their own," she
added.
Ronnie Jackson, chairman of the
library's board of trustees, noted that
the financial aid received from state
funds annually is based oil growth and
expanded services. The increased
hours open is representative of what
state officials expect when allocating
added funding.
"It seems a shame to have the
reading and listening materials and not
have them accessible as many hours as
possible," Walt Apperson, a library
trustee commented.
The new library hours are 9 a.m.-8
p.m., Monday through Friday; 9 a.m.-5
p.m.. Saturday; and 1 p.m.-5 p.m., Sunday.

classroom at public schools. The court
ruled in a 5-4 decision that the state's
law violated- the freedom-of-religion
clause in the First Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution.
And last week state attorney general
Steve Beshear issued an advisory opinion that said the commandments must
not be posted in the classrooms. His opinion, however, does not have the force
of law.
"My recommendation will be that,
unless we have a suit, we leave them up
as long as we have 'In God We Trust' on
the dollar bill," said Wolfe County
School Superintendent Richard Jett.
"The people I've talked with feel they
should be left up," he continued. "I've
heard no one to the contrary, although
I'm sure there are some antis."
Beshear's opinion on the commandment issue was delivered to the state

Board of Education, which in turn, suggested that local school districts take
down the commandments.
"Personally, I'll have to have a directive from the state Department ( of
Education ) to take them down," said
Needham Saylor, the superintendent of
Harlan County schools.
Bourbon County schools will not have
to be concerned with the issue.
"We discouraged anyone who wanted
to donate them copies)," said William
Birdwell, superintendent of the system.
"We just decided to wait until the thing
went through all of the ( court appeals ).
and we're better off as a result."
State Superintendent of Public Instruction Raymond Barber, who had
sought the clarification of the Supreme
Court decision, has sent a copy of
Beshear's ruling to each of the state's
181 school superintendents.

the depth of the welcome they were
about to receive, pressed their faces
against the windows and waved.
Suddenly, the roar of the engines
ceased. The plane stopped. And the
families, who had waited and dreamed
and prayed for this moment for longer
than they thought possible, . surged
through the terminal's open doors.
They surrounded the plane, laughing,
crying, standing on tiptoe for a first
glimpse, a first word.
Gerald Naves, a U.S. customs agent
was first to board the plane.
"I could feel the tension and vibrations as I opened the door," he said. "It
was an incredible mixture of happiness
and relief."
Another official said afterwards: ''It
was the most rapid customs inspection
ever."
No bands played. No officials lined up
to shake their hands. No network television cameras were allowed in. The
families had requested and received
privacy. But for those who watched, the
afternoon was a series of poignant portraits.
One by one, America's newest heroes
emerged from the plane.

The Marines exited first, smartly
saluting before racing down the ramp
to find their loved ones.
One Marine bent to kiss American
soil. Who was he? What was his name?
"I only know he was a Marine. 1
couldn't see his name tag for the tears
in my eyes," said the official greeter.
Frank S. Tarbell, general manager of
the Metropolitan Airport Authority.
A small boy, whose memory of his
father could only be from pictures,
wrapped his arms around the man's
legs.
An exhausted mother fell into the
arms of an exhausted son.
Families posed with each other for
souvenir pictures. Waiters in white
coats served coffee and doughnuts.
About a hundred yards away, some
200 people who had sneaked through the
tight security waved and cheered, their
•contagious enthusiasm restrained by
armed military guards.
They were the vanguard of 200,000
flag-waving,
ribbon-bedecked
Americans who had stood for hours on a
cold day for the simple honor of
welcoming home their fellow countrymen who were, as the banners proclaimed,free at last.

About 75 Workers
Return To Fisher-Price
About 75 workers returned to their jobs at the Fisher-Price Toy plant here
today according to Keith Hays, personnel manager.
The workers, who had been laid off since October and November were called back to the plant because of a successful Christmas selling season and the
current need to replenish stock, Hays said.
The call-back brings the total workforce at the plant to 544 workers, Hays
said. About 14010 150 remain on layoff at this time and Hays said the company hopes to return all employees later this year.
Most of those called back today are in the molding operation with some
workers called back in the production operation.
-The toy industry as a whole had a very good Christmas,- Hays said, adding that "we're starting up our production for our 1981 toy line now.Fisher-Price, which employed as many as 800 workers at its high point
during 1980, is the major industrial employer in Calloway County.

Dexter Man Arrested
After Argument,Shooting
A Dexter man was charged with
public intoxication and other charges
may be pending after a shooting incident Sunday at the Blalock Diary
Farm, Dexter, a Calloway County
Sheriff's Office spokesman said.
Damon A. Nunn was lodged in the
Calloway County Jail after being involved in a verbal agrwnent and
shooting with Potts Russell, the
spokesman said. He added the argument led to the exchange of gunfire.
According to the sheriff's office
report, Nunn went into the milk barn at
the farm where Russell and his wife,
also employees at the farm, were milking cows.

Nunn started an argument then went
to his trailer, near the milk barn.
When Nunn returned to the barn, he
was carrying a 30-30 rifle. Russell had a
shotgun and shots were exchanged. No
one was injured.
When sheriff's officials arrived at the
scene, Nunn already had locked himself
in the trailer. Officials then talked
Nunn out of the trailer.
The incident occurred around 6 p.m.
Nunn could face other charges,
depending on the Russells, the
spokesman said.
The Kentucky State Police assisted
the sheriff's office in the case, the
spokesman said.

Tax Relief
Free Service To Help Taxpayers Starts This Week
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP) — After being reduced last year for economy
reasons, a broadened free service to
help state taxpayers with their income
tax forms will get underway this week.
The Department of Revenue will put
more than 50 field •representatives to
work offering advice on a full or parttime basis in each county.
"Hopefully, the -taxpayer with questions will need go no farther than the
courthouse or city hall," Commissioner
Robert Allphin said.
He said this "circuit rider" concept
was started in part to compensate for
the closing of two district and three subdistrict offices by the department in
1980 as an economy move.
Allphin said the closings meant most
tax queries had to be made by
telephone or the taxpayer had to travel
to disiftet offices.
The commissioner, who has been an
official in Illinois and Pennsylvania,
said those states use the system.
"It kind of disturbed me that we sat in
our district offices and waited for the
people to come to us," he said.
Allphin believes the extra expense
will be minimal because the schedules
of the 50 field aides can be arranged so
that their tax help services coincide

with their necessary work in the 120
counties.
Allphin said the service also will help
'his agency in its efforts to promote early filings. He said this would enable the
state to process forms more efficiently
and speed refund payments.
The taxpayer assistance service also
will be available during regular office
hours in the department's regional
branches in Hopkinsville, Owensboro,
Louisville, Covington, Lexington,
Hazard, Pikeville and Ashland.
The district office in Corbin will provide daily service to taxpayers in Knox,
Whitley and Laurel counties.
In most other counties, the field
representatives will be working in
county courthouses and sometimes in
city halls or other public buildings.
Allphin said the service will be offered for the equivalent of one or two
days a month in the majority of counties. Schedules may be adjusted to meet
local demands next month and in April.
The Revenue Department said county officials around the state have been
cooperative in providing free office
space for the tax advice program.
Services will include answering questions about state tax regulations and
procedures, assistance in filling out
state forms and providing forms for
reporting income or expenses from

farm, business and other sources.
The agency said field representatives
cannot provide help with filing of
federal tax forms.
The assistance will come at a time
when there has been some taxpayer

inside today
The Murray State Racers beat the Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles, 5048, Saturday night in Racer Arena. Story and pictures of the game are on
Page 6.
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confusion over a new portion of the
state income tax form.
Some taxpayers have mistakenly
been ordering their refunds to go to a
new nature preserves program because
the line is adjacent to the one involving
payment of the refund.

ram r.

cloudiness
Considerable cloudiness
tonight and Tuesday and turning
cooler. Lows tonight in the mid
30s and highs Tuesday in the low
40s.
Extended Forecast
Little or no precipitation is expected Wednesday through Friday.
Lake Levels
I,ake Barkley
355.20
. 355.10
Kentucky Lake.....
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Tau Phi Lambda-

HEALTH
Changing habits can help
Lawrence E Lamb.M.D
DE:Alt OR LAMB —
smoked cigarettes for nearly
to years before I qua I was
up to over a pack a day The
av I qua was cheap Instead
oi reaching tor a cigarette I
would reach for a glass of ice
water I carried a glass of ice
water around wherever I sat
ar in the kitchen where I was
aoking After two weeks I did
oat want a cigarette anymore,
Five years later 1 was in
Ihe hospital and they fed me
,laravenously and gave me
islood for about live days
15 hen I got home I had the
,rav mg again After about J
week I smoked more than a
pack at one sitting To this
risi. I have not wanted another
igarette That was four years
ago .
Not being able to smoke
killed my great-grandmother
Are was only 104 A country
'doctor told her children that
she was going to die if she did
not quit smoking She refused'
to eat or drink until they gave
her her pipe In less than
week they were putting flu
wens, on her grave She haa
-r------anialced since she was 12
DEAR READER -- Thanks
tor your suggestion about how
to,quit smoking You used a
good method
substituting a
new habit for an old one
Drinking water, or whatever
one chooses to do to satisfy
the need to, be doing something, will help for a variety
reasons_ The good thing
.tout your water habit is that
does not contain calories A
,t of people substitute eating
,r smoking and that adds to
re' problem of weight gain.
I often recommend exercis,g when you have the urge to
moke That helps to use cab.
es and helps with weight
control. which is sometimes
important after quitting
smoking
Many of the hazards of
,bacco are discussed in The
le.alth Letter nutriber .2-6.
Tobacco Cigarettes. Cigars.
Pipes. which I am sending
,au Others who want this
.sue can send 75 cents with a

long stamped scar addressed
envelope for it to me. in care
0 Box
of this newspaper
1551. Radio City Station New
York. NY 10019. In general a
heavy smoker tends to shorten
his life expectancy bs. about
14 years
Now about your greatgrandmother Smoking a pipe
is not as dangerous to one's
health as smoking cigarettes
And some heavy smokers are
lucks and do get by with the
habit just as some people
play Russian roulette and
don't shoot themselves Your
great-grandmother did not die
from stopping smoking She
died from not eating That is
particularly dangerous in older people
A
DEAR DR LAMB
friend of mine who served in
New Guinea in World War II
claims he saw a native with

his testicles in a wheelbarrow
and that they weighed around
20 pounds apiece Is that true
DEAR READER — It
happens Sometimes the scrotum gets so large that it nearly drags on the ground It is
caused by a disease called
filanasis, otherwise known as
elephantiasis. because it also
involves the legs which can be
as large as the leg of an
elephant
It is caused by a worm that
blocks the Lymphatics in the
leg or scrotum or both The
swelling from fluid and fibrosis causes the enlargement
The disease is transmitted by
one type of mosquito The tiny
worms can be eradicated with
medicines, and surgery can
help correct the deformities
It occurs mostly in the warm
climates of the world

!Jewelry Reflects Textural Tren
Plans Initiation For
Meeting Here Tuesday
The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of the Woodmen of the
World will meet Tuesday, Jan_
27, at 7 p.m. at the WOW Hall
for an initiation.
All members are urged to
attend,a spokesman said.
The group held its
December potluck dinner at
the home of Sarah Alexander.
Secret sisters wete revealed
and names were drawn for
new ones for 1981.
The Welfare Committee
reported that tray favors were
made for the Long Term Care
Unit of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Sarah
Alexander was
presented a plaque as "Ideal
Secret Sister of the Year" with
Marilyn Herndon making the
presentation.

Those present were Ann
Spann, Donna Garland, Gaye
Smith, Barbara Blalock, Judy
Mc('arty, Nancy Todd, Martha Andrus, Betty Baker, Linda Fain, Ernestine Garland,
Marilyn Herndon, Loretta
Jobs, Diana Lyons, Carol
Joyce Haley, Darlene
Morris,and Jean Richerson,

HOSPITAL NEWS

1-15-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mathis, baby boy (Betty
Kay), 1601-B College Farm
Road, Murray.
.;
DISMISSALS
.:,:i1%,, .',..
k,
...es.•1f'e
Leannn M. McBumley, Cot- KNITS ARE the newest look for 1981,
event with the hold contrast of
tage Grove, Tenn.; Mrs.
from kitten-soft angoras to loosely conSherial M. Fox, 1713 Melrose
sculptural goldentone earrings and ring.
structed sweaters with a homemade
Right, soft femininity in textured orchid
Street, Murray; Mrs. Kathy J.
look and feel; jewelry for the season
choker suspended on silk cord and a
Kopperud and baby girl, Murreflects a similar textural interest. Left,
ray; Sam Muskgrow, Jr., 183
swirl of blue and goldentone at the ears
a goldentone necklace with matching
Riviera Court, Murray; Carl
add the perfect touch to fluffy angora
bracelet, both intricately woven to pick
Howard, Rt. 1,Sedalia.
IJewelry by Sarah Coventry, sweaters
up sweater pattern; outfit is equally
Mrs. Diane C. Underwood,
by Bill Atkinson.)
wearable for a glamorous day or evening
t.
1531 Oxford, Murray; Mrs.
••
•
Vida R. Trenhalm, 1003
Payne, Murray; Mrs. Donna
really come into your diet.
J. West, Sedalia; Hugh 0.
you can find ways of replacA lot of people on diets
Take small bites. That
ing them with good habits.
Gould, 1603 Hermitage Drive, just give up the whole en-.
known
doesn't
restaurant
is
make you dainty,
a
out,
If
dining
of
aspect
Murray; Mrs. Jackolyn joyable
just civilized. And chew
for its "magnificent, splenand that's a shame because a
Spiceland, Rt. 5, Murray.
your food well. Skip dessert
diferous desserts" and they
common sense can
Mrs. Eva J. Thurman, 515 little
or have a simple fresh fruit.
are a pitfall for you, then
keep you on the straight
South 13th Street, Murray;
go.
Particularly
if
don't
Actually
it's one of the
and slim.
most elegant of desserts.
that's about all the place is
Mrs. Janice F. Jones, Rt. 3,
All you have to do is alter
Another means of helping
famous for. Choose a restauMayfield; Mrs. Mildred C.
a little of your thinking and
you resist the heavy calories
rant with a yariety of cooka lot of your intake. It isn't
Nall, 1706 Ryan, Murray; Mrs.
is
a product called Dietac.
be
sure
where
you
can
ing
hard
good
Take
a
that hard.
Dororthy B. Bridges, Rt. 1,
It's a safe and very effective
of a choice of at least one or
look at how you feel, what
Cottage Grove, Tenn.; James
appetite
two broiled entrees. Stay
suppressant that
you order, and be honest
W. Herndon, 1406 Poplar
can help make dining out a
away from the fried foods.
about your bad eating
lot
into
the
meal.
easier
Don't
rush
and a whole lot
Street, Murray.
habits when dining. Then
more enjoyable. For a free
Relax. Have a vegetable or
booklet on Behavior Modififruit juice cocktail or a
cation as a means to weight
non-caloric drink. If you
control, write: Dietac, P.O.
want something alcoholic,
Box 174, Clifton heights,
try a wine and club soda, or
Pa. 19018.
fool yourself and have a
a
dash
of
club
soda
with
HONORED IN JANUARY — Senior citizens having birthdays in January and honored at
bitters and a twist Asf lemon.
the party held Jan. 21 at the Douglass Center were, left to right, front row, Maybelle
Tell the waiter to skip the
Glascow, Obera Stagner, Ellie Jones, Rose Young, back row, John Coleman, Roger
bread and butter because
Burgoyne, Ruth Parker, Robbie Orr, and Evelyn Henderson.
you know it won't skip you
WRIGHT BOY
if it's on the table. When
Mr. and Mrs. Benny Wright
you're ready to order try not
opening the menu. Ask the
of Florence are the parents of
7.20, 9:25
waiter to suggest a good
By Abigail Van Buren
a baby boy,Jonathan Edward,
broiled fish, chicken, or
weighing eight pounds 11
meat entree. Substitute a
Monday,Jan. 26
Tuesday,Jan. 27
Tuesday,Jan. 27
vegetable or salad for rice, ounces, born on Thursday,
Community.
Chorus,
potatoes or pasta. If you've Jan. 22, at the Florence
Singles Class of Seventh and
Kentucky Association of
directed by Dr. Irma Collins, Poplar Church of Christ will
Hospital.
just got to have a starch
(and why not occasionally),
will rehearse at 7:30 P.m. in meet at 7 p.m, at the church Nursing Students in cooperaGrandparents Mr. and Mrs.
tion with the Western Kendon't load it with butter or Gerald Thweatt of Murray,
the meeting room of the
building.
tucky Regional Blood Center
sour cream or fancy sauces. and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
DEAR READERS: In a recent column, I shared an
Calloway Public Library.
That's where the calories
will given blood from 9 a.m. to
Inspirational item sent by Herman Endler, who, at
Wright of Mayfield.
Parents
Anonymous
will
Adult
totally
disGreat
left
him
that
Books Discus4 p.m. at the University
age 40, suffered a stroke
7:00.9:10
sion Group will meet at 7 p.m. meet at 6:30 p.m. For infor-s Center, Murray State.
wrote:
abled. He
mation call 753-5995 or 435at the Calloway Public
"I wasn't able to get out of bed, but by the grace of
4385.
God and a surgeon's skill, I made it. At times I was so
Library.
Suburban
Homemakers
despondent, I prayed it would all end. Then a friend
Club will meet at the home of
Front -NT:c77
1 Swing,
gave me the enclosed inspirational piece, which I
Alcoholics Anonymous will Anna Bell Russell
at 7 p.m.
women's barber shop group,
must have read 1.000 times. I had moments when my
meet at 8 p.m. at the West
will rehearse at 7 p.m. at the
vision clouded, and I thought, 'This is it; this is the
Kentucky Livestock and Ex-First Christian Church.
end.' Then I'd read that message again, and it polled
Wednesday,Jan. 28
position Center,
Ends SoonoSes
me through.
Overeaters Anonymous will
A Pap Smear Clinic will be
"Abby, some of the greatest men and women of our
meet
at
12
noon
on
the
second
held at 1 p.m. at the Calloway
Murray TOPS I take off
times have been saddled with disabilities and adfloor
of
Center.
For
an
appointthe
Baptist
Student
Health
pounds sensibly) Club will
versities but have managed to overcome them.
ment call 753-3381.
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health Center.
"Perhaps somewhere there is someone who is at
the end of his or her rope and needs encouragement.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at Center.
Pass this along. It may save a life. It saved mine."
Hazel and Douglas Centers
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center;
Douglas Center will be open will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
A portion of the inspirational piece:
North Seventh and Olive
"Cripple him, and you have a Sir Walter Scott.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- p.m. for activities by the
Streets.
"Lock him in a prison cell, and you have a John
tivities by the Senior Citizens Senior Citizens with lunch at
Mrs Thurs. Jan. 21
Bunyan.
Baptist Men of Sinking Spr- with lunch at 12 noon,
11:45 a.m. at Hazel and at-T2—
"Bury him in the snows of Valley Forge, and you
ing Baptist Church will meet
7:00,9:10
noon at Douglas.
have a George Washington.
Citizens
will
Dexter
Senior
at
the
church
at
6:15
p.m.
logo
(.15t W141411
"Raise him in abject poverty, and you have an
ill HARD PIIYI,R
to the Evangelism meeting at meet at 9:30 a.m, at the DexAbraham Lincoln.
Bible
Study
by
Center.
Christian
ter
the
Northside
Baptist
STIR
Church,
"Subject him to bitter religious prejudice, and you
Women's Club of Murray will
Mayfield.
(7RAZY
have a Disraeli."
Ellis Center will be open be at 9 a.m. at the home of
The response to that column was overwhelming. A
District 17, Unit I, Likensed
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for ac- Mrs. Calvin Morris.
distinguished publisher, philanthropist and former
Practical Nurses Association,
tivities by the Murray Senior
U.S. ambassador to Great Britain wrote:
will meet at 7 p.m. in the
Final Week! Ends Thu.
Citizens with lunch at 12 noon.
United Campus Ministry
"Dear Abby: Your column, From Adversity, Many
private dining room of the
Find Strength,' is indeed a masterpiece. I am adding
Luncheon will be held at 12:30
7.15.9-30
Murray-Calloway
County
it to my personal collection of 'reminders.'
Activities for the Hazel p.m. in the Ohio Room, 304,
Clint Clyde & Me Are Bock
Hospital.
"There are two great sources of inspiration in life,
Senior Citizens are scheduled Third Level, Murray State.
enthusiasm and tragedy, and I have been boxed in by
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the University Center.
both. But having been boxed in by both, I also
Tuesday, Jan, 27
Hazel Center with lunch at
recognize that perseverance is the key to escape and
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority 11:45 a.m.
satisfaction. Sincerely, Walter Annenberg."
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Second day of the blood
Che,tnut St •753 3314
Bld River Baptist
Woodmen of the World Hall.
drive by the Kentucky
Hundreds of readers submitted additional names
Ministers Fellowship will be
Association
of
Nursing
-list of those who had succeeded against the
for the
at the Hardin Baptist Church
Students in cooperation with
odds. Some contributions follow:
atl0a.m.
Spit on him, humiliate him, then crucify him and he
the Western/ Kentucky
forgives you, and you have Jesus Christ.
Eva Wall Mission Group of Regional Blood Center will be
Strike him down with infantile paralysis, and he
Memorial Baptist Church will from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
becomes a Franklin D. Roosevelt, the only president
meet at 2 p.m. with Verna Mae new Murray State University
of the U.S. to be elected to four terms.
Ceneter, third floor.
Stubblefield.
When he is a lad of 8, burn him so severely in a
schoolhouse fire that the doctors say he will never
..
walk again, and you have a Glenn Cunningham, who
set the world's record in 1934 for running a mile in 4
minutes and 6.7 seconds.
Deafen a genius composer who continues to compose some of the world's most beautiful music, and
you have a Ludwig van Beethoven.
Drag him, more dead than alive, out of a rice paddy
in Vietnam, and you have a Rocky Bleier, that
beautiful running back with the Pittsburgh Steelers.
Have him or her born black in a society filled with
racial discrimination, and you have a Booker T.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Adah protem; Lola McClain,
Washington, Harriet Tubman, Marion Anderson,
Order of the Eastern Star met Ruth; Susie Allen, Esther; BarGeorge Washington Carver or Martin Luther King Jr.
Tuesday. Jan. 13, at 7:30 p.m. at bara DeWitt, Martha; Dolly
Dinners include...
Make him the first child to survive in a poor Italian
Ow lodge hall with Euldene Clark, Elects; Charlotte Wilson.
family of 18 children, and you have an Enrico Caruso.
•
Baked Potato or French Fries
Robinson, worthy matron, and warder; Bill Limbella, sentinel
Amputate the arm and leg of an aspiring young
•Stockade Toast
Jon 27 28 29
Cliff Finney. worthy patron, protem.
actor, and you have a James Stacey.
Have him born of parents who survived a Nazi
All you can eat SALAD BAR
presiding.
Visitors introduced and
concentration camp, paralyze him from the waist
An initiation was held with the
with each meal purchase
incomparable
the
have
welcomed
and
you
were Jane Kirkham,
down when he is 4.
degrees of the order being conPerlman.
ltzhak
violinist,
concert
associate
grand conductress;
ferred upon Eva Alexander.
All Menu Items 1/2 Price
Call a slow learner "retarded" and write him off as
Other officers filling their Peggy Taylor, deputy grand
Einstein.
you
have
an
Albert
and
for Children Under 12
Ineducable,
respective stations were Betty matron; Kate Richardson, wor(NTRA( SHOPPING CENTIR
See tomorrow's column for others who have sucthy
When
Accompanied by an Adult.
matron.
Benton;
Joe
o6p
,
Dodd, associate matron; Dennis
COD.,,7 n
ceeded against the odds.
PhoMe 753.9525
Sorrels, associate patron; Richardson, worthy patron, Ben•••
Frances Churchill, secretary; ton; James Dennery, Grand
Norma Finney. treasurer; Pam Ravers; Roy M. Taylor, district
Do you wish you had more friends? Get Abby's
Projces good al Vart,crpar,q
Sto:kades
Alexander, conductress; Karen deputy grand rnaster;Starla
booklet, "How to Be popular; You're Never Too
Sorrells, a.ssociate conductress: Drexler,Southgate ('hapter, Las
Laundered and pressed
Too Old." Send $1 with a long, selfor
Vegas.
Nevada.
Young
Bel
Air
Shopping
Center
Dorothy ()mid, chaplain; Betty
addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to: Abby,
to perfection
Braboy, marshal]; Mary laiuise
A social hour was held followPopularity, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverlr Hills, Calif.
prices goon all ~ere
folded or on hangers
Short, organist; Judith Jackson, ing the meeting.
90212.
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Special Dieting
Tips

Community Happenings

With Examples Like These,
We Can Overcome
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FOR99

ONLY

Order your choice of
these great meals at
regular price,and get
another meal(from
this list)for only 9/X

"That's the way
you want

at.
'nation—

CHICKEN FRIED STEAK
CHOPPED STEAK
STEAKnNIUSHROOMS
STEAK'nSTUFF

For Eva Alexander Is
Topcoats, Held By Eastern Star

Men's or Ladies

Raincoats,
Carcoats

one HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs

Shirts

2/519

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

only'
554 5/2"
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Miss Lisa Ann Goode Is Wed
To Mr. Hussung At Church
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Ilsa Ann Goode and
Steven Hobert Hussung were
married at 7 p.m. on Friday,
Jan. 2 at the Crofton Baptist
Church.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs Norris G. Goode,
Jr, of Crofton. The groom is the
son of Dr. and Mrs. Karl
Hussung of Murray.
The Rev. Richard Butler and
the Rev. H. Truman Luther officiated at the double ring
ceremony.
Mrs. Gwendall Bowling,
organist, Gloria Bolton, flutist,
and Mark Hussung, brother of
the groom, violinist, provided
nuptial music. Kathy Copeland,
soloist, sang selections, and Jeff
Clarke, soloist, sang an original
composition.
The sanctuary was Illuminated by a focal 15-braixii
candelabrum holding burning
tapers entwined with salal
foliage. Two columns holding
Grecian urns filled with white
glads, mums and pompoms
falnked the candelabrum. On
either side were clusters of 30branch spiral and seven-branch
candelabra holding,burning
tapers entwined with salal
foliage and tied with white satin
bows.
The church windows held burning tapers banked with
magnolia foliage. The family
pews were designated by hurricane candelabra holding burning tapers tied with magnolia
foliage and white satin bows•
The trinity candle and kneeling
bench were used during the
ceremony.
The Bride
The bride was given in marriage by her parents and
escorted to the altar by her
father.
She wore a floor length gown
of bridal white crystal organza
over peau de sole. The bodice
with an empire silhouette
featured a Victorian neckline
with reembroidered Alencon
lace yoke, accented by venise
lace and seeded pearls. The
sleeves were of sheer organza
. ending with deep cuffs of venise
lace and seeded pearls. The
long, full slcirt tapered softly into
a chapel-length train with a
flounce of crystal pleats and
venise lace.
Her cathedral length veil of
bridal white imported English illusion was bordered in venise
lace and attached to a Juliet
headpiece accented with seeded
pearls. The bride's only jewelry
was an antique lavalier, a gift
from her grandmother.
The bride carried a prayer
book holding a white orchid,
satin-picot streamers with
stephanotis caught in love knots
with two attached white roses
for the mothers.
Tandy Clarke of Salem was
the maid of honor. The
bridesmaids were Lisa Cates,
Paducah, Mrs. Steve Goode,
sister-in-law of the bride, CrofSuzanne Bitters,
ton
Owensboro, and Nancy Kramp,
Danville.
The attendants were all attired in identical formal gown.

!

Special Films—

On Handicapped
To Be Shown

A series of films for individuals involved with the
training and education of handicapped children will be
presented by the Murray State
University Department of
Special Education and the Inservice Technical Assistance
Project.
Teachers, special education
coordinators, parents and
students should find the films
of interest.
The films will be shown on
the campus of • Murray State
and at the Dawson Springs
Outwood Public School. Showings on the Murray State campus will be in the Special
Education Building, room 240,
and at Dawson Springs, on the
Excepticon/Outwood Campus, Building 22.

Dr. Blankenship To
Speak Wednesday
At UCM Luncheon
"What the Churches Face in
the 80s" will be the subject of the
United Campus Ministry luncheon to be held Wednesday,
Jan. 28, with Dr. Paul Blankenship, pastor of the South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church,as the speaker.
The UCM luncheons are held
each Wednesday from 12:30 to
1:20 p.m. in the Ohio Room, No.
304, third level of the University
Center. Food may be purchased
at the snack bar or cafeteria and
taken to the Ohio Room for the
lunchoin program.

Mr-.860t4

Mr. and Mrs. Steven Robert Hussung •
of cranberry Maria featuring
pleated skirts and scooped
necklines With blouson overlay
giving a capelet effect over long
fitted sleeves. They carried arm
bouquets of dusty pink and dubbonet carnations entwined
with baby's breath and matching streamers.
Darla Coombs, niece of the
bride, was the flower girl. She
wore a formal pink chiffon gown
with baby-doll sleeves overlayed
with chiffon ruffles. The skirt
was tiered ruffles which fell softly to the floor. She carried a
white lace basket filled with dlISty pink and dubbonet rose petals.
The Groom
Roger Ellis, Paris, Tenn., was
the best man. Groomsmen were
Chuck Hussung, brother of the
groom, Atlanta, Ga., Herb Case,
brother-in-law of the groom.
Murray, Doug Vaned, Anna,Ill.,
and Mark Vthson, Murray.
The ushers were Steve Goode,
brother of the bride, Crofton, and
Loyren Americanhorse, brother
of the groom. Murray. The
ringbearer was Chad Clark,
cousin of the bride, Crofton.
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony a reception was
hosted in the church fellowship
hall.
The fellowship hall foyer was

accented with magnolia leaves
and large pink satin bowls.
Magnolia foliage and pink
tapered candles flanked each
window.
The bride's table was covered
with pink qiana accented with an
overlay of white Chantilly lace.
The table was Lighted by a five
branch candelabrum holding an
epergne filled with dusty pink
and dubbonet carnations.
A four-tier wedding cake
decorated in white filigree
lacework and accented with a
staircase of dusty pink and dubbonet roses accented one end of
the table. Punch was served
from a silver punch bowl flanked
by goblets for the couple.
The guest register was kept by
Janice Glover. Assisting at the
reception were Mrs. Greg
Pryor, Crofton, Linda Coombs,
Hopkinsville, sister of the bride,
Marcia Winstead, Clay, Laurie
Small, Harrisburg, Ill., Mrs. J.
E. Wilson, Hopkinsville,and Neil
Lile, Crofton. Rice bags were
distributed by Deana and Andrea Menser.
After a wedding trip the couple is residing at Hazel.
Rehearsal Darner

Dr. and Mrs. Karl Hussung
entertained the bridal party with
a rehearsal dinner at Circle W
Steak House,Crofton.
Events
Events held in honor of the
couple include the following:
Mrs. William Lile, Mrs. Hanson Clark, Mrs. Wayne Clark,
and Mrs. Roomey Barnwell III
entertained with a coffee at the
home of Mrs. Idle.
A miscellaneous shower was
given by Mrs. Greg Pryor, Mrs.
Bill Pry,ur, Mrs. Harry Win.
Mrs. Gary Grace, Mrs. Steve
Goode, and Janice Glover at the
Crofton Baptist Church.
A gift tea was given for the
couple by the ladies of the Hazel
Baptist Church.
Mrs. Norris G. Goode, Jr..
mother of the bride, hosted the
bridesmaids' luncheon at her
home.
A personal shower was given
in honor of the birds by Tandy
Clarke, Lisa Cates and Kathy
Grisham for the sisters of Sigma
Alpha Iota women's, music
fraternity, at the fraternity.
chapter room.
A coffee was held at the home
of Mrs. Paul Lyons, Jr., Mur-ray.

SCOTT GIRL
Mr. and Mrs-. Tommy Scott
of 206 Macedonia, Mayfield,
announce the birth of a baby
girl, Andrea Lynn, born on
Tuesday, Jan. 22, at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Rupert Scott of Sedalia
and Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
Powell, Benton.

Scheduled films are as
follows:
— "B. F. Skinner and
Behavior Change," a film
which explores the issues and
controversies generated by
behavioral psychology. Tunes
are 7 p.m.'Jan. 28 at Murray
and 3 p.m. Jan. 29 at Dawson
Springs.
— "Statesman's Roundtable," a presentation by Dr.
Sam Kirk that explores the
new relationship between
regular and special education
brought abeut by new regulations. Showings are 7 p.m.
Feb. 4 on "the Murray State
campus and 3 p.m. Feb. 5 at
Dawson Springs.
— "Try Another Way,"
featuring Dr. Marc Gold. The
film depicts the analysis of
complex tasks for the severely
handicapped. Times are 7
p.m. Feb, 25 at Murray State
and 3 p.m. Feb. 26 at Dawson
Springs.
— "Toilet Training.':. narrated by Dr. RicharorliPoxx.
Foxx presents the most
important points of the book,
"Toilet Training for the
Retarded..." Times are 7 p.m.
March 4 at Murray and 3 p.m.
March Sat Dawson Springs.
— "Peer-Conducted
Behavior_ Modification." In
this film, the role of peers is
emphasized in shaping and
reinforcing deviant behavior.
Showings are 7 p.m. April 1 at
Murray State and 3 p.m. April
2 at Dawson Springs.
— "Parents & Children."
The film examines the parentchild relationship as a special
learning experience in which
reward plays a crucial .role.
Times are 7 p.m. May 6 at the
Murray State campus and 3
o.nt May 7 at the Diwson Springs school.
Anyone
interested
in
scheduling a special showing
of any of these films may contact Allen Harwood, Department or .Special Education,
Murray State University,
telephone 1502)762-2440.

THE

ACES

'NITED Feature Syndicate
There is a foolish corner
in the brain of the wisest
man -- Aristotle
Reaching a cold grand
slam can be a thrill. Playing
it to make can be even
better Study declarers
errant play to see why it's
not always best to play one's
strongest suit
Dummy's heart queen
won and the king and ace of
clubs were cashed East discarded a heart and that ended hopes in the club suit
There was still some hope in
diamonds and declarer rattled off the A-K-Q No split
there either and, instead of
scoring a vulnerable grand
slam, declarer was one trick
short.
"I should have gone the
other way in clubs,- wailed
South. _He had not yet
learned from his experience
To assure the slam.
declarer should cash his six
major suit winners and the
three top diamonds before
he plays his clubs. Had diamonds been 3-3. declarer
could now have claimed 13
tricks.
Diamonds fail to split, but
declarer now knows something about the distribution
East has played to three
leads in each major and he
is known to have the fourth
diamond. This accounts for,
10 of his 13 cards, which
also means that he cannot
have four clubs
Since East cannot have

RAG CORN. JR

NORTH
1.26-4
•K J 2
q1P K Q
•K 9 6 3
•A 9 4 2
WEST
EAST
•9 7 3
•10 8 6 4
W987 b
W 5432
•5 4
•J 10 11 2
4J 7 6 3
•5
SOUTH
•A Q 5
W A J 10
•A Q 7
•K Q 10 8
Vulnerable Both Dealer
South The bidding
Smith West - North East
2 NT
l'a,s
7 NT All pass
Opening lead Heart nine
four clubs, declarer cashes
the king and queen of clubs
as a guard against West
holding four clubs East discards on the second club to
reveal a cinch finesse and
declarer takes his 13 tricks
Pla_y_ -the solid first; save
the semisolid ones unti;
later.
Bad with core
South holds
1-2§B
•K J 2
KQ
•K 6 3
•A 9 4 2
South
ST

North
3•

ANSWER: Four spades. Do
not bid three no trump whenever you hold adequate sup:
port for responder's major
--Send bridge questions to The Set
PO Box .12353 Dallas Texas 7522'.
WW1 self-addressed stamped enselope
for rept,

Get a eactstart
En your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings CalLme—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time
And the gilts, community and business informatioi. I bring
will save your family time and money
Let in. tea rc you iron.

cifilthina*
Inge King 492-1348

Nary Heinihon 753-5570

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE
STARTS TODAY
Everything Must Go By Jan. 31st When We
Lock Our Doors. This Is A Complete Inventory Liquidation!

Your Individual
Horoscope

oc-35

*Hats and Muffler Sets

.jeweiry

Frames Drake

The Best Pizza In Town'Honest

Good News!
Mr. Gatti's
announces

"The Great Gatti's"
Tuesday Night
Spaghetti Special
Just right pasta with delicious meat sauce
served with Pepperidge Farm garlic
bread.,
$1

39

(With Dinner
Salad S1.69)

Tuesday Night
4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

FOR TUESDAY,JANUARY 27, 1981
What kind of day will tomor- in the p.m.
row be? To find out what the LIBRA
stars say, read the forecast 1Sept. 23 to Oct. 22.) -A-n
Money now through creative
given for your birth Sign.
efforts, but the pursuit of
ARIES
pleasure could prove expen(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 419'
costly
You have good insight into sive later. Seek less
the motives of others, but that entertainments.
still doesn't help you in getting SCORPIO
.
along with them. Watch (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Inee'V
Stick to your first plan for
arguments.
domestic
improvements
TAURUS
You'll tend to second-guess
Apr. 20 to May 20) 6
€60
Morning hours are produc- yourself now. Don't argue
tive, but distractions could in- with family members.
terfere with p.m. accomplish- SAGITTARIUS
ment. Keep your nose to the ( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
You may be invited to a pargrindstone.
ty. However, rumors abound.
GEMINI
Don't believe everything you
May 21 to June 20)
A planned trip may have to hear. Friends tend to exagbe cancelled. Perhaps you gerate now.
can't get the time off. You CAPRICORN
may have second thoughts Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A higher-up may hedge
about a romantic interest.
about a money matter. Others
CANCER
reluctant to commit
are
1June 21 toJuly 22) $81C:010
A home improvement pro- themselves about career and
ject looks good, until family financial ventures.
members express doubts. AQUARIUS
~to
Tension in romance shouldn't (Jan. 2;0 to F'eb. 181
What
looks
good
in
principle
lead to quarrels.
may be hard to implement
now. Others may not follow
ily23toAug.221 4r2fr't
'The morning is your best your good advice. Soft-pedal
time for negotiating differences with higher-ups.
agreements. Expect a PISCES
breakdown in communica- (Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
A plan you have concerning
tions later. Watch domestic
joint assets is a winner, but
tension.
close ties are difficult to perVIRGO
suade now. Save your
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Financial prospects look arguments for another time,
good in the A.M., but you still
You BORN TODAY are
have to watch spending on quite versatile and can sucnon-essentials. Protect health ceed in a number of careers.

5
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0
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*Scarfs
*Stoneware
•

*Shelving and Fixtures Specially Priced

JuDon's Bags & Beads

riP

Central Shopping Center

-

AWAII ADI

50 Basket
Of Goodies
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Looking Back

inion Page

10 Years.,Igo
Fire damaged the home of Mr. ale;
Mrs. Lyle Pridemore last night.
Deaths reported include Richard
Dean Colley, 31, Conley Crass, 68, and
Minor Colson,
Barbara Brittain, senior at Calloway
County High School, has been named as
the 1971 Betty Crocker Homemaker of
Tomorrow, according to her class
teacher, Bess Kerlick.
Gina Riefveld, 10 months, was first
place winner in the Roses Baby Derby
held Jan. 23. George Vernon Nichols
111, 11 months, was second.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Danny Garland on Jan. 71 and
a girl to Mr. and Mr.s Johnny I.. Kough,
Jan. 23.
Offfcers of the Wranglers Riding Club
are Red Woods, Mitchell Hill, Bernardine Schroader, Carol Hill, Mavis
Schroader,and Betty Wicker.

ED1TORL4L

Beyond The
Hostage Crisis
(Reprinted by permission of
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat)
Like many major events, the
ordeal of the 52 American hostages held captive 444 days in
Iran climaxed in too improbable a manner to be credible as
fictiOn, yet It Isnow historic
fact.
Jimmy Carter, who wanted so
badly to welcome his countrymen back while president, was
frustrated in his wish to greet
them before turning over the
reins of government to Ronald
Reagan.
It is fitting that President
Reagan designated Carter to act
as his personal envoy on the
team that flew to a rendezvous
with freedom in Wiesbaden.
Negotiators worked frantically to achieve a settlement in,- volving complex financial arrangements. but history probably will decide that the American voters were most
instrumental in obtaining the
hostages' release.
By electing Mr. Reagan to reigo
place Carter, the American people in their own way gave the
Iranians a deadline.
Beset by serious internal
problems and engulfed in a
seemingly no-win war with Iraq,
the Iranians have been in a
negotiating mood since the U.S.
election returns of Nov. 4.
The Iranians evidently felt
they could get what they wanted
most from Carter, but they
appeared frightened of facing
an uncertain future with Mr.
Reagan in command.
Mr. Reagan's pledge of sup-

Thd(iv In Hisiorv
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Jan. 26, the 26th
day of 1981. There are 339 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan..26, 1942, the United States
landed its first expeditionary force in
Europe in World War II. The troops
went ashore in Northern Ireland.
On this date:
rIn 1841, British sovereignty was proclaimed over Hong Kong.
In 1934, Germany signed a nonaggression pact with Poland.
In 1977, the United States charged
that the arrests of human rights activists in Czechoslovakia violated the
1975 HeLsinki Agreement between CornMonist and Western nations.
In 1978. strong radiation was
discovered in northwestern Canada,
where a Soviet satellite with a nuclear
reactor fell to Earth.
Ten years-ago: The Soviet Union announced the landing, one month earlier,
of its Venera 7 spacecraft on the surface of Venus.
Five years ago: The United States
vetoed a U.N. Security Council resolution favoring creation of a Palestinian
state.
One year ago: The U.S. Olympic
Committee began meetings to discuss
President Carter's call for a boycott of
the Moscow Olympic Games.
Today's birthday: Singer Eartha Kitt
is 53.
Thought for today: A sound mind in a
sound body is something to be prayed
Juvenal. Roman lawyer-satirist
about 60-140 Al)
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port for Carter's efforts, but
with no promise of being bound
by blank-check approval after
his inauguration, unciaubtedly
inspired the Iranians to come to
an agreement.
The release of Iranian assets
by Carter was never a major
obstacle. Clearly Carter had the
authority to unfreeze that which
he ordered frozen. Other considerations involving multibilliondollar claims and counterclaims
of American and Iranian interests were not so simple. All the
terms Carter agreed to cannot
be called acceptable. No president has the unchallenged authority to bypass the courts and
to deprive citizens of their right
to seek remedy. Americans who
have billions of dollars in claims
may be left empty-handed because of Carter's generosity to
the Iranians.
Americans are indebted to
the Algerian government for its
good offices throughout the delicate negotiations and to the
Bank of England for its assistance in arranging an escrow account for the transfer of gold.
The special heroes of the Iranian crisis are the American
servicemen who gave their lives
in. the abortive rescue attempt
last April. Their sacrifice has
been overshadowed by the continuing concern over the fate of
the hostages.
Americans will set aside recriminations over policy errors
that led to the seizure of the U.S.
Embassy personnel in Tehran
while they rejoice with the repatriates and their families.
There should be a spirit of determination for the future that
the United States will never
again let itself be blackmailed
by terrorists or outlaw regimes.
The weakness that invited the
Iranians to act as lawlessly as
they did is a chapter in American history that will not bear
repeating.

20 lears Ago

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St.. West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTIANE: lam trying to do a little estate planning, as f am approaching my 80th birthday. I have
several rental properties which I would
like to leave to my wife, who is only 64.
However, I know that she is not able to
care for the running of these properties,
and I am in a dileouna about what to
do. I have heard mention of "trusts",
and wonder if this might not be the
route to go. Could you give me a little
general information about trusts, so I
won't feel like an idiot when !see my attorney about it? K.R.
ANSWER: In definition, a trust is a

CatROk9,111r11°
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Like the Return of the Native, the graduating class of 1920,
High School, aging members found strength in its class
motto, "We'll find the way or make one," to hobble en masse to
Holiday Inn May 17 to renew Qld acquaintances in its 5501 class
reunion with the toastmaster healthily reflecting 20 members of
the original class of 24 surviving. Those attending were Rev. Bryan
Rakris, Lt. Col. (Ret.) H. B. Scott, Justice Ellis, Mrs. Fay Wall
Slu(ld, Mrs. Mary Wallis O'Kell, Mrs. Edna Bisenhoover Robinson,
Mrs. Hazel Miller Keys, Mrs. Emma Hicks-Darnell, Mrs. Esther
Worley Hall, Dr. Liza Spann, /Mrs. Sadie Nell Hood Jones, Mrs.
Vera Marine Stone, Euva Waldrop Alexander And Lochie Broach
Hart.
The seniority class challenge found a ready acceptance a
fortnight later, June 21, 1975, in the Class of 1918 with an original
membership of 30 students who met at the Holiday Inn'tor its 57th
reunion, beating the former reunion early birds by having present
one of their former teachers, Mrs. Mary Coleman Bordeaux; "none
in rags, none in tags, all in golden gowns." Attendants were Mary
Waters Farmer, Joel Crawford, Robbie Tinsley Harrison, Hattie
Laura Holton McConnell, Virginia Hay, Virginia Gilbert Goodpastor, 'Pauline Bourland Dorris, Max B. Hurt, Mavis McCuiston
Hurt, Hillard Jackson, Ruth Stubblefield Wilson, Reba Brown
Miller, Brown Morris, and Mayme Whitnell. Undisputed grand
champions of the Murray High School Geriatric League.
Youth will prevail, even with the Charleston Dancing League
of the Roaring Twenties who- assembled at the Woman's Club
building the day of June 12, 1975, in observance of their golden
anniversary of the Class of 1925. Assembled were Sarah Robertson
Howard, Mary Graves Wade Coy, Frances Sexton, Grace Cole
Slade, Ruth Overbey Crider, Treva Redden Johnson, Dorothy, Kendall
Perry, Hazel Tarry, Lucy Lee Meadows, Robert Swann, Van Valentine, Ralph Wear, Euple Anderson Olcott, Juliet Gatlin Wallis,
Margaret Schroader Berry, Ilarrell Broach, Yewell Harrison, Robert
Perry and Dr. Hugh Houston.
Calloway County Fair spread the big tent with another .good
show in July when Vicky L. Butterworth, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Butterworth, was crowned queen by retiring Krista
Kennedy.
Murray

To Be Contipood

relationship with respect to property,
where a person or company is given
responsibility over the property, and
any profit or income from such property is paid to a beneficiary for whofn the
trust was originally created to benefit.
A trust allows one person the trustee)
to hold legal title to property, and
another the beneficiary) to have an
equal title.
All trusts have certain vital and common characteristics. These
characteristics are essential to the
validity of the trust.
'A trust must have a creator.
'A trust must have a trustee, or one
who is given the responsibility of executing the trust. The trustee can be an
individual or a corporation I trust company! and there can be more than one"
trustee (cotrustees I.
'All trusts must have a beneficiary.
or one who will benefit from the trust.
The beneficiary may be a person, an

organization, a group of people, a corporation or any other association or
group capable of owning property.
'Since a trust is a property arrangement, no trust can exist without
property. Any and all property can be
placed into a trust.
'A trust cannot be created without a
purpose. This purpose must be outlined
by the creator)s ) in the terms of the
trust. A trustee must know for whom
and why they are administering the
trust and for this reason the terms of
the trust are required.
You certainly will need to consult
your attorney concerning a trust, as
laws- relating to trusts vary from state
to state.
HEARTLINE: Just out of curiosity,
can you tell me how old most of the
World War II veterans are now? W.F.
ANSWER: According to the Veterans
Administration, the average World War
If veteran is about 60 years old.

Washington Today
By DONALD M.HOTHBERG
AP Political Writer
Daniel
WASHINGTON i
Patrick Moynihan, a scholar turned
politician, has compiled some depressing statistical data for his fellow
Democrats.
The New York senator's thesis is that
the party's future looks a lot shakier
than its battered present.
He offered his gloomy outlook to the
four men who are bidding for the job of
chairman of the Democratic National
Committee. Whoever gets that post will
have the'task of trying-to rebuild the
party after its disastrous. 1980 election
experience.
No one thinks that will be an easy job.
While the Democrats were living with
the illusion that their control of Congress was unassailable, the
Republicans were quietly building a
solid organizational and fundraising
base that deserved much of the credit
for the GOP gains in 1980.
With a majority in the Senate and
moving in that direction in the House,
the Republicans are fully recovered
from Watergate. Now, it's the
Democrats who are on the run.
With his research, Moynihan suggests that as bad as things look now,
they arlillkely to get even worse.
Moynihan • points out that the
Republicans and Democrats have split
the last six presidential elections, the
Republican candidate winning three
and the Democratic candidate winning
three.
But he also notes that in 1984, there
will be 31 states with 299 electoral votes
— 270 constitutes a majority — which
gurreitepabtican tin fCur of the ldst
six presidential elections.
Only nine states plus the District of
v ootleusmbhaiav,eaaitstrimailtaortarl trl:i0ofelectoratl
C
anrl upcP°
Democratic, pree:identias
for '
didates. Six of those states —
Maryland, Massachusetts, New York,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and West
Virginia — are in the East.
Moynihan also points out that the
overall vote for Republican congressional candidates, while still running
behind the total for Democratic
nominees, rose sharply in 1980.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
lirhit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to.
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

A., a quimesselitial Ness Yorker,
Moynihan offered his gloomy research
in a document intended to rally the
Democratic Party to protect the interests of the East.
"If these data are correct and the
East•has become the base, such as it is,
of the Democratic Party it follows that
we must protect that base whilst seeking to expand it," he concludes.
While Moynihan's conclusions could
be questioned as parochial, his compilation of the depressing election
statistics remains valid.
No politician is secure calling the 1980
Election a firm signal that the mood of
America has shifted away from the
values supported by the Democrats
since the 1930's.
If the solutions offered by Reagan
and his political allies now in Congress
work and economic conditions improve,
it will be a long dry season for the
Democrats. But if inflation, interest
rates and unemployment remain high,
no one can predict how the political
winds will blow.

Business Mirror

30 Years Ago
Thomas L. Elkins, F. H. Spiceland,
Chauncey Worley, Bunnie Farris, W. B.
Emerson, Crawford Hanley, 0. V.
Tidwell, Billy Tidwell, Ezell Ross, D. L.
Boswell, Sam Christenberry, and Stark
Hall were presented certificates for
having 100 per cent cover crop at the
meeting of the Calloway County Farm
Bureau held at the National Hotel.
Donald Starks, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Urban Starks, has enlisted in the U. S.
Navy and is now stationed at San Diego,
Cal.
Births reported include a girl to Mt.
and Mrs. Elvis Nolin on Jan. 19,a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk on Jan. 19,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Tidwell,
Jan. 21.
' Mrs. T. B. Culpepper, president of the
Calloway County Homemakers Club,
presided at the meeting held by the
County Council.
Mrs. D. N. White was hostesSsfor the
meeting, of the WSCS of the Hazel
Methodist Church held at her home.
Mrs. Robert Taylor directed the program.
White syrup is listed as selling for
gallon for 35 cents at Garrison's Market
this week.

Bible Thought
The Lord God, merciful
and gracious, longsuffering,
and abundant in goodness and
truth. Exodus 34:6,
Our God is also as strict as
hell Men and women have to
decide which path they will
pick: choose life, choose
Christ; choose goodness.
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyste

Spring Burden
NEW YORK ( AP) — Looking forward to the springtime of the year,
when the administration_ will be two
months old and showing its first few
blossoms, one sees also the ravages of
winters past.
Which is to say that any new
-economie--beginning, which every
President offers, drags along economic
debris that fouls the scenery and clogs
the machinery. By this year's spring
the burden should be obvious.
It will be a time when carrnakers
make perhaps their most intense sales
effort ever, not just to move inventories
from the lots but to remain solvent. For
one, Chrysler, it is do or di/or merge
with another.
The problem, which includes General
Motors and Ford to lesser degrees, and
which concerns the economic fortunes
of millions of Arne,ricans, is not of
Reagan's making, but it is his to deal
with,for good or bad.
He didn't create high interest rates,
for instance, but when the big sales
push comes, so also may come costlier
financing. The ingredients already are
in place, just waiting to be activated by
demand.
The car companies received a painful
lesson from those rates last fall: When
interest rose into high double digits, as
they did, people simply postponeAuying cars. The industry is interest ratesensitive.
Now add in this situation: The aftertax buying power of American factory
workers declined 4.8 percent last year
because of inflation. That situation isn't
. changing; woricers continue to lose buy-

e

Ben Hogancamp, 14 year son of Dr.
and Mrs. Thomas Hogancamp, was
awarded the Eagle Scout at a Court of
Honor held by Boy Scout Troop 77 at the
First Christian Church.
Deaths reported include Jewell P.
Hankins.
The Rev. Hal Shipley received the
degree of Bachelor of Divinity from the
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. W. J. Pitman on Jan. 21.
In high school basketball games Murray Douglas over Mayfield and Murray
High over Wingo. High team scorers
were McGehee for Douglas, Bryant for
Mayfield, Hurt for Murray, and
Packman for Wingo.
Mrs. Lillian Smith was hostess for the
meeting of Circle II of the WSCS of the
First Methodist Church held at her
home.

ing power.
: Considering these problems — rising
interest and shrinking buying power —
will buyers bail out the automakers?
And if they don't, will Reagan be able to
step in to help, if only to save his own
programs?
Spring is also home-buying time, but
the latest ' government figures show
neither housing prices nor mortgage
rates falling. Those housing people who
claim to know say they're getting ready
for a dismal year.
The dual problems of these two basic
industries, affecting hundreds of other
industries, provokes the question: Can
the President avoid a recession?
Especially with energy and food prices
also likely to rise?
No doubt the President Reagan needs
no reminder of other calamities.
natural and manmade, that seem to
pile on when the economy is down. They
hung'over Carter like a gray cloud
Reagan will have them; some of the industrial Northeast, for example, is running out of water..
Perhaps the most formidable
challenge may come from the intpahence of people who will be asked io
lower living standards while submittinc
to inflation, one of the main reasonn
why voters retired Jinurry Carter.
Wasn't Reagan supposed to have
freed people front this economic trap. .
. That's what he said, but now in the '
dusky light of mid-winter it is easih
perceived he can't free anyone from lii
economic Shackles with the twist if a
key. He'll have to file the chains) awri
It takes time.
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American Farm Bureau

Colorado May Be On
Verge Of A Drought

Mackey Elected To Board

Lit added, -If the mountains go snow to cover their patchy
another month, then it will get slopes.
The glow ctd not come that
tough making up deficits."
winter. Business on Colorado ski
Colorado resort operators are
now worried a major snow slopes dropped 38 percent, and
drought may be in the offing. resort areas and businesses
wholly dependent on skiing
Most of the mountain resorts are
reported looses of 178 million.
surviving on man-made snow
Agriculture losses were put at
and long-made reservations, but
the year-end holidays were a $120 million, and some 3 nullion
near disaster. Two Colorado ski acres of parched plains suffered
areas have closed for lack of serious wind erosion.
snow; and many are trying to _ This year, there is still time
stay open with 18 to 24 Mites of for farmers to salvage their
winter wheat — eastern Colsnow instead of the 3 to 4 feet
orado's big rash crop — and for
they normally have in January.
resort operators to have a good
On the plains, farmers are
taking advantage of the warm, year. The hope of both is for a lot
dry weather to work on equip- of moisture, and soon.
ment, but many say they're feeling a bit panicky because there
may not be enough water for
spring and summer crops.
Winter wheat farmers, who
plant in the late surruner or early fall and harvest in the next
summer, need rain or snow soon
to thwart the crisis taking shape.
By DON KEIsiDAll.
On Ehlers farm, where the
AP Farm Writer
Rockies' shadowy peaks are
WASHINGTON AP)— It will
visible through a smoky-blue
be "only a few years" before
haze, only 60 percent of the
U.S. food production will be conwinter wheat crop of 1,500 acres
centrated among a handful of
has sprouted, for example.
superfarms unless steps are
Ehler expects he will have to
taken at once to change and finereplant 450 acres this spring — if
tune federal farm policy, says a
rained
it
time
last
it rains. The
report released today.
year,
last
of
here was May 18
The report, "A Time to
1976
Ehler said. "I don't think
Choose," was prepared by the
was as bad as this," he added.
Agriculture Department after
In the winter of 1976-1277, the
exhaustive research, 10 public
situation was much the same as
hearings and 10,000 pages of
it is this year in Colorado —
testimony. The project began
farmers waiting for rain and ski
nearly two years ago.
resort operators praying for
"It seems fairly certain that
the future economic climate,
combined with a continuation of
current policies and programs,
will continue and even accelerate the shift to large and
superlarge farms," the report
said.
"Therefore, unless present
licensed For
policies and programs are
Commercial & Residential
changed so that they counter, instead of reinforce and accelerate
the trends towards everlarger
farming operations, the result
Murray Ky.
will be a few large farms con-trolling food production in only a
few years.
"This does not mean that present policies and the programs
derived from them should be
summarily abandoned. It does
mean that they should be

By JOE WHEEIAN
Associated Press Writer
BRIGHTON, Colo. AP)
John Ehler rubbed his cheek and
sighed as he bent over the green
stubble growing in his furrowed
wheat field.
"If we get some wind, we
could lose the whole cowitry," he
said as he fingered a clod of dirt
that refused to break.
Ehler, 49, a third-generation
farmer on the eastern Colorado
plains, was surveying what
would have been a carpet of 4inch-high winter wheat in a normal year. In a strange Colorado
winter of shirt-sleeve weather
days, however, it takes a close
look to spot the beginnings of
wheat in Ehler's duncolored
fields.
It is not a disaster yet, but
danger is mounting for ski resort
operators, farriers and possibly
even cities like Denver, which is
breaking winter water-use
records as homeowners try to
keep trees and shrubs healthy.
Nolan Doesken,assistant state
climatolrOst at Colorado State
University, said 5.12 inches of
rain and snow fell in Colorado's
central mountains between October and December,down from
the average of 8.82 inches.
Runoff from the high country
srlowpack provides most of Colorado's water.
Considering that 26.24 inches
of precipitation usually falls
between October and May in the
mountains, the 3.7-inch shortfall
at the end of December does not
seem like much, Doesken said,

Federal Policy Needs
Amendment On Farms

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Call 436-2372

frQ
L7\111 D BAN K

Outpost Office
At The

Murray
PCA Office Building
Hours:
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
v ou would like to discuss longterm financing talk to us!

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

firm's
INF

Formerly Murray Warehousing
& Farmers Grain & Seed

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS

RECEIVES CERTIFICATE — John Clendenon (left) Soil
Conservation Technician receives the Soil Conservation
Service Certificate of Merit and $400 cash award being
presented by Steve Alcott, District Conservationist. This
award was given to Clendenon for outstanding performance at Murray Field Office during the period Oct. 1,
1979 through Sept. 20, 1980,

writhed."
Susan E. Sechler, project
coordinator,said the study showed concentration of agricultural
production in the hands of a
relatively few tag operators has
been going on faster than had
been thought previously.
Asked what the report meant
by "only a few years" before
production • is concentrated
among the superfarms, Ms.
Sechler said there is no precise
timetable. But she said 10 to 15
years is a fair estimate.
Agriculture Secretary Bob
Bergland said Monday in an interview that the report "is a
research document" gat has
been intended as a policy guide if
President Carter had been reelected.
"We would have used this as
sort of the textbook for the
development of food and
agricultural policy for the second term.- Bergland said.
Commonly called the "structures" study, the pebject included comments and testimony
from hundreds of people, a
Cross-section of consumers,
farmers, scholars, clergy.
business people, rural residents
and professionals.
The report — actually a 210page summary of a much larger
work that will be released later
in stages — said federal pro-

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.

LOUISVILLE — February
11-14 are the dates for the 1981
National Farm Machinery
Show at the Kentucky Fair
and Exposition Center in
Louisville, Kentucky.
The free show features one
oc, the largest collections of
farm equipment in North
America, with over 560 exhibitors from 32 states and
Canada in attendance. Exhibit
space covers 13 acres indoors
and includes five interconnected, heated buildings;
the East Wing and East Hall,
West Wing and West Hall, and
Pavilion. Also, several indoor
exhibitors will show additional
machinery outside in the East

Our flexible
financing
is only
,.. .drure We know the nature of

understand
the business We realize certain times of the year
are better suited for making loan payments That's
why the Production Credit Association is flexible
,n working out credit terms.
Agricuttural credit is PCAs only business
We re geared to hark:Ile a flexible financing program
tailored to the nature of your operation. Large plans
or small plans. PCA wit work with you When
you re the ag credit specialist Os on'," fitting that
you be flexible'

Were agriculture's
leading,lending hand
0 Lets talk'

Jackson Purchase PCA
641 N. Murray

753-5602

/////#

Atterition Mr.Feed Customer
Are you paying more for your service but yet receiving less of
it We at Rhodes Supply Co. Inc., your Supersweet Feed
Dealer in this market area take pride in the service we offer for
we feel that outstanding service, quality Supersweet products, and economical prices are what the farmer of today is
looking for! Pictured below are seven tractor trailer loads of
Supersweet feed purchased on Jan. 8, 1981 in order to better
service you with a ready supply of fine Supersweet Feeds.

Times for the National
Farm Machinery Show are 9
a.m.-6 p.m. daily.
For more information, call
Don Smith, Media Relations
Specialist at 502-366-9592.

Snyder
vertical tanks
for on-farm
storage

Pictured above with the seven truckloads of Supersweet Feed delivered to Rhodes
is Lynn Colley, Bookkeeping; Patsy Suiter, Bookkeeping; Gene Rhodes, Owner;
Laura Wynn, Sales Dept.; Leonard Vaughan, Sales Dept., Terry Franklin, Mill
Manager.

In sizes ranging from 465 to 5.600 gallons.

Pictured at
eve7
ori:na
Mill let
M
Franklin, Mill
Terry
Manager, Gary Key,
Manager
Territory
Supers w eat Feeds

McKee!
rid Equipment Co.
J,17

,

A MN

ez

tests entrants on their abilit
to discuss current farm issue
and respond clearly
knowledgeably to
points of view.
'

and West Courtyards.
The nightly Championship
Tractor and Truck Pulls, a
popular feature, are sold out
again. Some tickets are
available for the 1 p.m. Saturday matinee Pull at $8.00 and
$9.00.
Other activities include free
stage shows, displays of pulling tractors, and daily drawings for $300.00 Kentucky
vacations.

503 Welusell

SAIIII

talk meet In‘DeeeMber. won
quarter-final and semi-final
matches against contestants
trail other states, then placed
second among the four
finalists The discussion meet

Machinery Show Set

,I
ro r753-3404
fV
;
Grain
Merchandising

grams "designed to protect today's farmers from the
economic and natural disasters
that remain as 'threats are.
justified and must be maintained."
But those programs "that
seek to guarantee market prices
or incomes in excess of those
imeesMl by fully efficient pro
ducers will only lead to a nation
of large and super-large rams
and further the demise of farming communities."Using 1978 figures, the report
said large farms — those with
sales of. more than V200,000in
products annually — totaled
about 64,000 or 2.4 percent of the
2.67 million total farm units.
But those large farms accounted for $46.3 billion, or 39.4
percent of the $117.4 baton grosie
sales.

Hardin County fanner Ray
Mackey is a new member of
the American Farm Bureau
Board of Directors, following
his election at the recent annual meeting of the nation's
largest farm organization in
New Orleans.
Mackey was chosen to fill a
new seat on the AFBF board,
created as a result of membership growth in states which
comprise the Southern region.
The 53-year-old Mackey,
who is now serving his third
year as president of the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation, will serve a two-year
term n on the 21-member national governing body. Only
state FB presidents are eligible for service on the AFBF
board.
Mackey says his membership on the board, which
manages the business and
policy affairs of the 3.3million-member organization,
will give Kentucky farmers
added clout in the establishment of Farm Bureau's
legislative and program
priorities at the national level,He made specific refereft •
to tobacco, the state's top
money-making commodity.
Mackey said he would work
with other tobacco-state
members of the AFBF board
to assure support from all
farmers and ranchers, from
all parts of the country, for
current tobacco support and
control programs.
Another Kentuckian gained
personal distinction at the
American Farm Bureau convention, held earlier this month. Marty tale. a young farmer
from Hardyville, in 'Metcalfe
County, was runner-up in the
national finals of Farm
Bureau's discussion meet.
who won Kentucky's

753-3062

/ Rhodes Supply Co.Inc.
upeaf/aet
Cuba,Ky. Gene Rhodes,Owner (502)382.2185S
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Foul Trouble, Inside Gaps Are Overcome

Racers Suffer Letdown, Hold
Off Tennessee Tech, 50-48

Lady Racers Win Third
Straight Game,84-40

22 first half points and 18 of as
final total of 48.
"They did an excellent job
preparing for us," Greene
said about Tech's ability to
shut down the Racers inside
while finding its own success
within the 5-to-10 foot range.
'- We keep showing our south
by doing some awfully poor
things.
"I just hope we have a few
more rabbits left."
• Whether it was the rabbits
or more clutch plays at the
right irne that saved Murray,
a 39-34 deficit with 10:31 remaining in the game quickly
raised the attention of both the
crowd and the MSU team.
• After MSU forward Glen
Green bothered Tech forward
Pete Abuts' shot, guard Brian
Stewart scooped up the ball to
start the break and fired a slingshot pass to Green, who
had raced downcourt and
broken free under the basket.
The eventual three-point
play tied the score at 39-all,
but there were plenty of anxious moments left before Tech.
could be sent home with a ldss.
After Sleets came back to
fire in back-to-back jumpers
from 20 and 24 feet,the Racers
recaptured the lead at 43-41
with 6:36 left.
The Racers needed two
more clutch shots, one from
forward Kenney Hammonds
to put Murray State back in a
45-45 tie and a 15-footer by
guard Jerry Smith with 3:30
left for a 47-46 left.
Those two shots had been
especially crucial with Sleets
sitting on the bench again with
his fourth ,foul after putting
the Racers ahead.
But even after the trouble in
containing Tech inside had put
Murray State on the hot seat
again, MSU guard Brian
Stewart pulled down a critical
rebound and the Racers were
able to run almost three
minutes off the clock without
Sleets in the lineup.
"I have the'confidence that I
can put any of our three
guards in the game in critical
situations," Greene said. "I
was surprised they let the
clock go down Ito 31 seconds
left as much as they did."
Despite making a difference
toward the end of the game
while Sleets was out, Stewart
was dissatisfied with the
Racers' letdown.
"I do not think we played
well at all," Stewart said.
"That was why the game was
so close.
"Lamont Was having one of•
his best nights shooting. If he
was not in foul trouble, he
would have had a better game.

"Coach Greene can count on
Jerry Smith. That is the good
part of the team, having him
back there in those situations."
HimunorAs, who continued
his improved shooting with
five of seven from the 'field,
shook his head trying to figure
out why the Racers have been
keeping their games so close.
ureaing for"T am
ward to a game that we can sit
down and watch with a comfortable lead)," Hammonds
said. "We just really were not

hitting early."
After winning the last four
games at home by a total of
nine points, the Racers, are
ML KHAN A,TENNESSEE TECH 18
Teoneseer Tech fgas-a fun-a rb pi tp
2-3 7 2 18
8-12
M William,
00 8 3 4
20
P Abuts
1-4 1 1 5
24
Ilendr
1-2 2 0 7
34
1) Schultz
2-2 4 2 6
2-3
M Bennett
1-4 1 1 3
1-1
P
0-0 1 2 0
0-0
P Kannapel
44
-‘1-14.terte1-3 0 1 3
14
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2
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KEEPING CONTROL OF THE OFFENSE — MSU guard
Brian Stewart (22) assumed more responsibility after
Lamont Sleets went to the Racer bench twice, after his
third and fourth fouls. Stewart finished the game with
eight points and eight assists, including a key pass to forward Glen Green to tie the game at 39-all.

AFC Is Stronger League
NEW ORLEANS r A P ) — said any one of the top halfMy, how things have changed dozen NFL teams could have
since Super Bowl I when an handled the Chiefs.
upstart young league was
The Eagles were supposed
humiliated by Vince Lombar- to handle the Raiders. So said
the oddsmakers, influenced in
di.
"The record speaks for part because Philadelphia
itself. I think our conference is beat them 10-7 in November.
stronger," said Oakland
"This time, we made the big
Coach Tom Flores, whose plays and they made the
Raiders were decisive 27-10 mistakes we made in the first
winners Sunday in Super Bowl game," said offensive tackle
XV.
Art Shell, one of 11 Raiders
Oakland won its second who played on the 1977 title
Super Bowl title and gave the team.
American Football ConPlunkett hit Kenny King on
ference its eighth victory in the longest touchdown pass
the last nine years against the play in Super Bowl history, an
Conference 80-yard completion in the first
National
representative, this time the period. On defense, Rod MarPhiladelphia Eagles.
tin intercepted three passes,
"Yes, I believe the AFC Ted Hendricks blocked a field
dominates the NFC. It's goal attempt and Willie Jones
tougher, more competitive," recovered an Eagles'fumble.
said Cliff Branch, who caught
The Raiders struck quickly
two of
Plunkett's three for a touchdown after Oakland
passes.
touchd
linebacker Rod Martin's first
Things nave gone full-cycle interception and they never let
since the American Football up in their quest for the big
League, forerunner of the play, a game plan Flores
AFC, took on the established made public all week.
National Football League in
In contrast, the Eagles used
the first Super Bowl.
basic running plays too often
Lombardi's Green Bay when they trailed late in the
Packers beat AFC 'champion game, pt least in the opinion of
Kansas Cit03-14. Lombardi many of their green-clad fans

tied with Western Kentucky
for the conference lead with a
5-1 record. Middle Tennesset
is second at 5-2.

gZ$g8ggr.

.By DAVID HIBBITIS
Sports Editor
At least a couple of lessons
may have been learned by
Murray State in its 50-18 win
over lowly Tennessee Tech
Saturday night — guard Lamont Sleets cannot continue to
hit his 20-footers from the bench, and the inside strength of
MSU opponents will have to_be
stopped for any Ohio Valley
Conference championship
hopes to be kept alive.
These were at least two of
the concerns of MSU head
coach Ron Greene after his
team had given the Racer
Arena crowd of 5,300 more
palpitations in their sleepy
comeback over the Golden
Eagles.
"We have guards who fight
harder than our inside people
for the rebounds )," Greene
said. "We are the sorriest rebounding team. Maybe we
need to play the guards inside
and vice versa.
"We just did not play very
intelligently. We were
quickshooting against their
zone.
"We have not learned as
much as I had hoped: I have
said that any team in the
CONTINUING HIS HOT SHOOTING — MSU foward Kenney Hammonds (44) hit five
league could beat us."
of his seven field goal attempts, including a 15-footer to knot the score at 45-all late in
Greene's last message near- ly had more than a hollow ring
the game.
sun PhOtOS EiN David H,bb,lis
Saturday when Tech kept
working its way back from
several 10-point deficits in the
first half after Sleets had been
whistled to the bench with his
third foul.
With the Racers getting and
missing just one shot almost
every time against Tech's
The Murray State women's
that we can continue in the the entire second half, the
changing zone defenses, the
basketball team grabbed their
plus column for the rest of the freshman forward hit six of
offense sputtered close to a
third victory in a row with
season."
eight field goals to account for
total halt while Tech came
ease Saturday, crushing
The most important statistic her points.
back to cut the score to 26-22
Evansville, 84-40. to even the
of the game was the pathetic
"This was the first time that
by halftime.
season record at 9-9.
shooting from the floor by Mina has been relaxed on ;he
With Tech also scoring the
"We are playing much betEvansville. Murray harassed floor," Smith explained. "It
first six points of the second
ter now than we were at the
the Lady Aces into hitting just takes time for someone to
half, the Racers had gone 8:10
start of the season," Lady
17 of the 77 field goals they at- come into a system and blend
without producing any points.
- Racer coach Jean Smith said.
tempted for an anemic 22 per- in. It is very difficult to just
"We are just going to have
"We are starting to get our
cent.
jump right in and make that
to play hard for 40 minutes," pieces together now. If we can
Murray, meanwhile, was transition.
Sleets said. "We cannot slack
get everyone well now, we
converting 35 of its 66 floor
"It is a matter of timing, off.
should be in good shape for the
shots for 53 percent.
sychronizing the moves
''Sitting on the bench is
Last part of the season."
"Our defense had a lot to do between the players on the something else. I committed
Despite several players on
with their poor shooting floor."
some silly fouls. Sometimes, I
the bench battling the effects
The: Racers outrebounded overreact."
night," Smith said. "I think
of the flu, Murray had little
finished
and
36-30
Evansville
the
played
The toughest part about
that we may have
trouble- -outdistancing its
of the having to see Sleets amble'
best agressive zone defense their clean sweep
hosts. Everyone on the Racer
14
hitting
by
battle
statistical
over to the bench at the 7:55
that we have played all year."
roster merited playing time as
for 67 perWith their hosts unable to hit of 22 free throws
mark of the first half was that
Murray bolted into a 38-13
per50
just
hit
Aces
The
cent.
he was as hot as he had ever
from the field and the Racers
halftime lead.
tosses.
free
their
of
cent
been in hitting all five of his athitting at a better than 50 per"Everybody who made the
Murray is' back in action tempts from the 15-to-20-feet
cent clip from the floor, the
trip played," Smith said. "We
contest quickly developed into Thursday night, traveling to range.
found that once we got into the
the University of Tennessee at
After he had left, it was as if
a rout.
flow of the game we could run
Martin.
someone had pulled the plug
on them. So we took it,
All of the Racers who dressMurray State 184i — Laura Lynn 62-i
on the Racers. Tech forward
was very pleased with the
ed for the contest scored, with 14; Mina Todd 6 0-0 12; Diane Oakley OsMike Williams practically
fact that everybody got a
Laura Lynn leading the way 0 10: Kim Morris 3 2-2 8: Jeannette
took Murray apart by himself
Rowan 3 1-3 7. Janice McCracken 3 1-2 7,
chance to play about the same
with a game-high 14 points. Connie Hester 2 3-4 7: Bridgetle Wyche 3
as he finished with 10 of Tech's
amount of time. Our usual
Mina Todd added 12 points and 0-0 6, Nancy Flynn 1 0-1 2, Cheri
Nagresdu 1 0-0 2; Marianne Raucous 01-2
starters played about half of
10.
contributed
Diane Oakley
1 35 14-21 64
the game and the rest of the
Todd, playing in just her
Evansville 4481 — Schroering 6 0-0 12,
team ,got in for the second
third game since transferring R. Smith 4 3-5 IL Buntin 45-01. Kiener
2 0-0 4: Shultz 1 1-2 3; Sloan 0 1-2 1: Terphalf,
from the University of Ten- stra 0 1-2 1 17 6-12 40
"The win evens our record
3846'84
.
nessee, enjoyed her best per- Murray State
. 13 27 -- 40
back at the .500 mark. I hope formance as a Racer. Playing Evansville

H&R BLOCK
TAX TEST

who booed from their $40 seats
in the Louisiana Superdome.
-No one demands that you
stand at attention on this
team," said Martin, -and it's
the best organizatiion in football."
The Raiders' style on the
field against the Eagles was
no more conservative.
Flores said he stressed in
his pregame talk with
Plunkett that "we're not going
to be conservatiive at all.
We're going to keep going for
the big plays, like we have
been."
The Raiders' second Super
Bowl title came in theiir first
long-time
season
after
quarterback Kenny Stabler
was traded to Houston.
"I knew when we made the
playoffs we were as good as
any Of the teams and had a
chance to go all the way," said
Flores, wrapping up his second season as the Raiders'
head coach.
Flores told his team after
the game:
"We were the best team. We
deserve_ to be world champ;
and I'm proud of you. I love it.
This is the greatest moment of
my life."

Question No. 5

You should always
file the same tax form
the IRS sends you
in the mail.
True E False
Your financial circumstances change from year
to year. The form you used last year might
not be the right form this year 11&R Block can help
you determine which is the hest form to use.
The answer is FALSE, since the IRS can't know
of tax related changes which might have
occurred in your situation last year.
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Too Much Prosperity Comes Too Early

Key's Free Throws Preserve Lakers' Win

MO

By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
Unable to stay alive from
the prosperity of its early 21-7
lead, Calloway County still
had enough left Saturday.
night to hold off Brookport,
Ill., 75-67 and win its fourth
game against 10 defeats.
It took six clutch free throws
by guard Dan Key in the final
1 37 for the Lakers to overcome a seige of turnovers that
had come without much
pressure from the visitors.
"I think we just were not
ready," Laker coach Chic
Nute said. "We got a big lead
and then we became overconfident. Everybody we put in
had a bad night.
"I was glad to get the win. I
would rather look bad and win
than look good and lose. I
thought it was one of our
-poorestefforts, hnwever.
"We were making passes
behind people. Maybe that is a
sign of being tired ( after four
games in eight days). I am
sure that is a part of it."
Even if the Lakers were
tired, forward Jeff Garrison
lit a first quarter spark in the
offense that carried Calloway
through the rest of the game.

cky
th a
set.
2 II
4 10
4 4
8
4 14
3 0
I 3
0 0
I SO
— 48
— so
lien-

Calloway Girls
Cancel Games
This Week
Due to the attrition suffered
from the outbreak of the flu,
the Calloway County girls
basketball team has had to
cancel its gaines with Wingo
and ,Sedalia, scheduled for
tonight and tomorrow night,
rsspect vely.
The Calloway girls hope to
be ready for their home game
against Marshall County this
Thursday. according to Laker
,.oach David Elliott.

By driving the baseline and

off eight of the final 10 points,
with six of those coming at the
drawing the shooting fouls. free throw line.
Garrison scored 13 points in
"I would say that the free
the first quarter after which
throw shooting was the big
the Letters held a 23-13 lead.
factor, especially during the
But Brookport took advan- stretch," Nute said "We had
tage of Calloway's sloppiness
enough pride to come back
in the second quarter to work
even after they took the lead.
its way back into the game
"Garrison really did a good
behind forward Tun Pearcy's job for us in the first half."
11 points.
The Lakers, who have wilt'.
After pulling to within 39-38 ing recently by capitalizing on
at halftime, the closest it had
their opportunities at the free
been since falling behind by
throw line, tut 29 of their 38 at14, Brookport was ready to tempts for 76.3 percent while
make the rest of the game a
Brookport hit only 17 of their
contest.
27 chances.
Brookport eventually took
Calloway was also able to
the lead at 47-46 but the Lakers win the rebounding battle, 32came back behind some.. key 24. but most hurt mostly by its
baskets by reserve gdards turnovers as it committed 18
Jeff Butterworth and Ricky to just 10 for Brookport.
Houston, who scored six and
The Lakers return to action
four points, respectively, in tomorrow night when they
the third quarter to push MO Travel to Fulton County,
lead back to 56-49.
Calloway Co
n 16 17 19
But Brookport kept poun- Brookport
14 25 II Ii- 67
ding at the takers inside while
Calloway County 751 — Dan Key 30-8
14.
Keith
I.o,ett
42-S
IS,
Jeff Garrison 8
taking advantage of the recur6-11 n. Brad MiSer 0 4-4 4. Mart) Mcring turnovers to pull within Cuiston 4 1-2 9. Craig Darnell
0 6-6 6.
Ricky Houston I 2.2 4. Bean Tebbetts 0
one point several times in the
0-00. Jeff Butterworth 3 0.06
final quarter, the last time
Brookport 1871 — Bub Snoth 9 7-9 25.
coming at 65-64 with 2:22 re- Phillip Jordan 2 2-2 6. Tun Peare) 5 6-12
Dcii lri# 2 0-0 4. David Shannon 7
16.
maining.
0-014. Bill Dean 0 2-42. Jeff Baker 0-1
That was when Key reeled

LOOKING ONE WAY, PASSING THE OTHER — Laker
guard Brad Miller (21) hits an open Laker after being cut
off by a pair of Brookport players in Calloway's 75-67 win.
Staff Photos By David Hibbitt,
Saturday.

Bowie May Play Wednesday Night
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
Kentucky's 7-foot-I center
Same Bowie may be able to
see action in the Wildcats'
game. Wednesday night in
Lexington against Mississippi
State despite an injury received Saturday, a UK sports information spokesman said,
Russell Rice said Bowie suf-

fered a hip bruise when he fell
during the closing minutes of
Kentucky's 78-64 victory over
Vanderbilt at Nashville Saturday night.

Lexington by bus,- Rice said.
''but Bowie flew back later
after he was examined at a
Nashville hospital."

Tickets Can
Be Bought
For Charter

''He
Bowie, should be
Anyone
interested
in
ready to play Saturday for
chartering a bus for the Mursure," Rice added. Kentucky
ray State basketball game at
plays Georgia at Athens, Ga,
Tennessee Tech this Saturday "The team came back to Saturday.
should contact Jimmy Wilder
at 762-6800.
The price fcg a seat is $17.
scored crucial points in the ex- 58-56 with 13 seconds to play including the cost of a reserve
tra period to give the No. 9 when Eagle took a pass from ticket to the game. The bus.
Lady Kats a 70-65 victory over Maria Donhoff and drove the which holds. 49 passengers,
No. 13 South Carolina.
length of the floor to tie the will leave Saturday morning
game and send it into over- and return immediately after
the game.
'South Carolina was leading
time.

"Bowie is a 'maybe' to see
action Wednesday," Rice
said.

No. 9 Lady Kats Beat No. 13 Carolina In OT
•

LEXINGTON, Ky, I AP, —
Valerie Still scored 26 points
Saturday, but it was Kentucky's Tanya Fogle who sent
the game into overtime and

Leather High-Top Special
GOING ON A FIRST QUARTER RAMPAGE — Calloway County forward left Garrison
(33)scored 13 of his 22 points in the first quarter to stake the takers to a 21-7 lead.

Plunkett Writes One Of
Most Dramatic Chapters
By WILL GRIMSLEY
Al'Special Correspondent
NEW ORLEANS ( AP) — On
a day that America's heart
was wrenched by the
homecoming of its hostages
from Iran, it was warmed by a
timid. Indian-featured young
man who wrote one of the
most dramatic chapters in the
annals of sport. •
If there's anything we
Yankees relish as much as a
happy ending to a period of
travail — as in the case of the
hostages — it is seeing some
kid overcome almost every
conceivable obstacle and rise
to the top.
That's the reason our dads
went heavy for those 10-cent
Horatio Alger throbbers and
so avidly followed the pulppaper exploits of Frank and
Dick Merriwell.
Now Jim Plunkett has made
pikers of them all.
When this 32-year-old
Mexican-American, son of
blind parents, a college football hero later scorned by the
pros, quarterbacked and passed the rag-tag, underdog
Raiders to a 27-10 victory over
the Philadelphia Eagles in
Sunday's Super Bowl, script
writers were sent scurrying
for a scenario to top it.
Let them just dare.
When he was a tyke back in
San Jose, Calif., he suffered
rickets. It was thought he
might be an invalid. But he
persevered, became a fourstar athlete in high school and
got a scholarship to Stanford.
His blind father died when
he was a sophomore in college, leaving him with a
mother who couldn't see. She

See or Coll

Ed West
Al Pork's. Ford
New or Used
Cars or Trucks
'Youell So
Dollars Alma('
If Too
Dotal With id"
Offet• 753-5273
Home 753-30114

listens to all his games back
home.
Drafted out of college by the
New England Patriots, he
threw 19 touchdown passes his
first season and was NFL
Rookie of the Year.
After four years the Patriots
traded him to San Francisco
where his fortunes suddenly
went sour. His statistics fell
off. Critics said he was a poor
passer in the mold of Minnesota's former Joe Kapp. He
had a wobbly delivery and no
poise.
San Francisco dumped him.
lie put out feelers to other pro
clubs. For a disheartening
period, the phone never rang.
Then one day Al Davis,
maverick owner of the
Raiders, bzpught him into th'e
fold with Oakland's band of
rascals, rejects anctretreads.
Plunkett at firitt was a
stand-in for the veteran Kenny
Stabler. When Stabler was
traded to Houston, the Raiders
brought in hotshot Don
Pastorini. At Oakland he

didn't get to handle the ball
once during 1978.
The Raiders insisted he
stay. In the fifth game of the
1980 season, Pastorini broke
his leg. The Raiders had to
give Plunkett the ball.
The quarterback reject proceeded to carry the team the
rest of the way, winning nine
of the last II games of the"
seasonand then sweeping
three playoff games leading to
the Super Bowl.
He was tremendous in the
AFC title game against San
Diego. Against the Eagles
Sunday, he was nothing short
of marvelous,completing 13 of
21 passes for 261 yards and
three touchdowns.
His arm was a siege gun. He
handled the ball like a
sleightof-hand magician. He
never lost his poise or gutsy instincts.
"Vindication? What vindication?" he repeated a question. "It was justi a good football game. The whole team
was great. And I'm happy we
won."

center Craig 91cCormick
scored a season-high 23 points
for Western Kentucky, now 115 overall. The lead changed
hands 14 times and the score
tied 15 times before the
Hilltoppers went ahead for
good with 5:13 left to play.
Akron outpaced Austin Peay
with the help of 30 points from
David Mason and 22 from
Wendell Bates.
The Governors are now 9-9
overall and 2-5 in the conference, while the Zips are 5-11
and 2-4.
Rick Campbell scored 25
points to spark Middle Tennessee over Western Carolina.
The victory broke MTSU's
two-game lasing streak and
brought their overall record to
13-3. Western Carolina of the
Southern Conference is 9-5 on
the season.
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20%
All Warmups
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*Court Casual •Jelenck
*Winning Ways *White Stag
•Loom Togs *Adidas
*Ultra Sport •Wilson

WKU, MSU On Road
To Preserve Leads
By The Associated Press
Western Kentucky and Murray State go on the road this
week trying to preserve their
first-place tie in the Ohio
Valley Conference standings.
The Hilltoppers meet crossstate rival Eastern Kentucky
in Richmond Thursday. while
the Racers travel to Akron.
On Saturday, Western Kentucky beat Morehead State 7568 and Murray State defeated
Tennessee Tech 50-48 to remain atop the OVC with identical 5-1 records.
In other OVC action, No. 2
Middle Tennessee overpowered Western Carolina 6652 in nonconference play, and
fourth-ranked Akron beat No.
5 Austin Peay 79-65. Eastern
Kentucky, No. 3 in the conference, did not play.
In the Hilltopper victory,
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Eagles Convincingly Beaten, 27-10

Raiders May Be Outlaws, But
Now They Are Champions,Too

PRESSURING TENNESSEE TECH LATE IN THE GAME — MSU forward Walt Davis (42)
gives a Golden Eagles very little operating room in the Racers 50-48 win.

ing back was alone and
By HA L BOCK
Plunkett saw him.
AP Sports Writer
NEW ORLEANS 1API —
King caught the ball at the
They are a roster of rejects, Oakland 39 and turned the
living in the halfway house of play into the longest
the National Football League. touchdown pass in Super Bowl
They are outcasts, playing history. And when he highfor a franchise operated by an stepped his way into the end
owner called • *an outlaw."
zone, there was Chandler, the
They are a team torn original primary receiver,
between two cities, 45 men right behind him.
who play for each other and
•'1 told him with 100 million
people watching I didn't want
against the rest of the world.
Call the Oakland Raiders all to fall away from him too
those things today, but don't quickly,': said Chandler who,
forget to call them champions. at 31, isn't exactly the fleetest
They are the world champions player in the league. ''l was
of professional football, con- surprised to see him," King
vincing winners ofSuper Bowl said admiringly. "That boy's
XV with a 27-10 victory over fast."
That touchdown gave
the Philadelphia Eagles SunOakland a 14-0 lead and all
day
I.ed by Cinderella quarter- three players involved in that
back Jim Plunkett, who com- key play were reclamation
pleted a storybook return projects, acquired and nurfrom football's scrap heap tured by owner Al Davis, who
with a record-shattering never let his war with the
three-touchdown, 261-yard league interfere with his
game, the Raiders stepped team's drive for the chamgingerly into the glass slipper pionship.
and found the fit was perfect.
Plunkett was a washed-up
"World champions! That quarterback, ready for retiresure sounds nice," said guard ment, when Davis signed him.
Gene Upshaw, captain of this He spent two seasons virtually
scrappy team which delights unused and a disappointing
in confounding the establish- career seemed at a dead-end
for the 32-year-old quarterment.
"We have a strong feeling back.
When Don Pastorini broke
for each other and it makes us
stronger and better as a his leg in the season's fifth
team," said flanker Bob game,, Plunkett inherited the
Chandler, one of the retreads, quarterback job. The move
who caught four of Plunkett's was made as much out of
desperation as anything else
passes for 77 yards.
The pass Chandler because prized rookie Marc
remembered best was the one Wilson simply wasn't ready
he didn't catch — a busted for the job.
Given the chance, Plunkett
play which developed into an
80-yard touchdown for running flourished, weaving • the
back Kenny King. It was in the Raiders through the regular
final seconds of the first season and the mine field that
quarter with the Raiders on awaits any wild-card team in
their own 20-yard line and the playoffs. When it was over,
leading 7-0.
he was the Most Valuable
King had been running a
Player in the Super Bowl And
simple short pattern, but when
beamed at the designation.
The game went badly for the
Plunkett started to scramble,
all bets were off. The Eagles right from the start.
linebacker covering King On their third play from
'moved in to try and trap scrimmage, Ron Jaworski
Plunkett.'Suddenly, the rufire , threw his first pass. It was

Eagles In Shock After Super Bowl XV Loss
"All .year we've been a
By RALPH BERNSTELN
second-half club," said MonAP Sports Writer
NEW ORLEANS API -The tgomery, who was positive the
Eagles would rally from their
Philadelphia Eagles were in
14-3 halftime deficit. "But it
shock.
They knew the Oakland seemed like we gave up. It
was :a terrible feeling.
Raiders heat'theft 27-10,StinLinebacker Jerry Robinson
- day in Super Bowl XV. They
just eauldn't tinderStand how shrugged his shoulders and
said; "You can't defend
it happened!
It was a big downer as far against the big play. When it
as our season is concerned," happens, it happens. The
said linebaeker
Reggie Raiders deserved to win."
-4----Witites. We winted to-go out ---- -John Bunting; -. another„playing our best football, but linebacker, said Oakland used
an Eagles' trait to win its sewe didn't."
Frank I.eMaster, another cond of three Super Bowl apitkslinebacker, said he couldn't pearances.1,
"They had the opportunities
..explain it, but the Eagles were
and they took advantage of
flat.
-The offense and defense them," Bunting said. "We
didn't have the zest we're ac- didn't."
Defensive back Herman Edcustomed to." lamented
wards, a victim of Oakland
LeNlaster.
Wilbert ;Montgomery, the quarterback Jim Plunkett'
:Eagles' star runner, gained long passes, felt the lack
just 44 yards on 16 carries. He, pressure by the defensive lin,
too, was puzzled by what hap- was the answer to his pr,
blem.
pened

DO YOU READ
TINY ADS
LIKE THIS?
As port of a nationwide advertising
test we will .send a pair of .25 pt.
genuine diamond earrings to
anyone who responds to this ad
within 30 days for just 55.00 a
pair. To receive your genuine
diamond earrings, simply print
your name and address on a piece
of paper, together with the name
and dote of this publication. The
dianonds ore genuine, faceted
diamonds and we will also send
you a signed Certificate of Authenticity to that effect. If you are
disappointed with your diamond
earrings when they arrive, simply
return them for lull refund (except
postage and handling)• Send S5.00
,for each pair of earrings desired.
'plus $1 .00 per order to cover
'Postage and handling (LIMIT: 5 pair
to any one address) to Advertising
Test. Dept. D-1228 DIAMOND IMPORT DIVISION, Box 238, Island
Pork N . 11558

The Eagles sacked Plunkett it meant we had to get three
eight times in beating the scores,- Jaworski noted.
Raiders 10-7 during the
Defensive end Claude Humregular season. They got to
phrey said the Eagles forgot to
the Oakland quarterback just do the things they did to win
once in the Super Bowl.
the National Conference title
Quarterback Ron Jaworski, and- reach the Super Bowl.
who was intercepted only 12 -"We ,didn't intercept any
times all season, had three
passes. We didn't recover any
passes picked off Sunday. He fumbles. Plunkett had a heck
offered no excuses.
of a day." Humphrey said.
All I can say is that I don't
The Eagles were glum, dazthink we ever gave up, ed, disappointed, unbelieving.
-although - when"-MO'- Went 'They- shook their heads in
ahead in the third quarter 17-3 wonderment at the sound

$500
°°
REBATE

beating they took. But there
were no tears. The party line
was to give the Raiders credit.
Coach Dick Vermeil led the
way when he said the better
football team won.
"They deserve to be world
chanipions. They outplayed
us. They turned broken plays
into big plays. They came up
with big touchdown passes
even when they were covered.
They soundly beat us,"
Vermeil said.

complete...to
Oakland
linebacker Rod Martin — the
first of a record three swipes
recorded by Martin in the
game.
He returned the interception
from
mildheld to the
Philadelphia 30 and seven
plays later Plunkett had the
Raiders in the end zone with a
2-yard pass to Cliff Branch.
For a fleeting moment,
Philadelphia' thought it had
'the tying touchdown late in the
first quarter when Jaworski
hit Rod Parker with a 40-yard
pass in the end zone. But an illegal motion penalty against
Harold Carmichael nullifed
the play and moments later
Plunkett and King burned the
Eagles with their 80-yard TD
bra 14-0 lead.
Early in the second period,

the Eagles got on the
scoreboard when barefoot
kicker Tony Franklin converted a 30-yard field goal.
Then, in the last 3z minutes
of the first half, Philadelphia
drove from its 27 to the
Oakland 11. The Raider
defense stiffened and the
Eagles tried to settle for three
more points. Instead, they got
none when linebacker Ted
Hendricks blocked Franklin's
28-yard field goal try.
The blocked field goal sent
the Eagles into the dressing
room on a depressing note. It
got worse when they came out
for the second half. Plunkett
drove the Raiders to their
third touchdown, this time hitting Branch with a 29-yard
scoring pass. Branch simply
outwrestled rookie corner-

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Sports In Brief
Super B•Vii
PHILADELPHIA
APi - Joe
Kuhanch, coach of the Philadelphia
Eagles from 1964-1969, died at Graduate
Hospital chile his former National Football League team played in the Super
Bowl,officials said.
Kuhanch, 63. spent years bunting
multiple myeloma, a form of bone
cancer The ailment was diagnosed in
1970, and Kuharich later recalled that
doctors gave hun two years to hie

NBA Standings
By The Anocaated
Einem Conference
Atlantic Division
W
L
Pet GB
Philadelphia
44
9
COO
Bustin
42
9
824
1 .
New York
.588 13
30 21
Washington
24 28
462 19'7
New Jersey
14 Si . 264
Central Division
Mdwaukee
745
38 13
Inekana
.5r,• 8'7
30 22
Z7
481 13.7
Cleveland
al 32
195 5.7
Atlanta
19 32
.53 19
Detroit
13 39
250 25'7
Westin' Conference
Midwest Don
San Antonio
33 20
8:23
KaauncUty
24 28
4
8'7
Houston33 28
451
9
Utah
21 31
404
[Salver
303 13'7
18 32
Dallas
8 44
154 24'7
Pantie Dhainn
10 14
Phoenix
.741
law Angeles
.13 18
647
Si,
Golden State
531
5 23
Portland
500 13
a 26
San Dego
.031 16'7
33 5
Seattle
21 30
412 17t7
Saturday's Games
Outago 104, Atlanta 102
Indiana ltr, Dallas 89
Detroit 117, Cleveland 94
Houston 106. Utah 91
Deliver 129, San Antonio 115
Milwaukee 121, San Diego 117
Golden Slate 117, New York 110
Sunday's Games
Boston 115. Seattle 106
Pluladelphia 98, Phoenix 43
Washuigton 118, New Jersey 100
Portland 118, San Antonio IOD
Moniry's Games
Phoenix at New York
Detroit at Utah
Portland at In; Angeles
Tuesday's Games
Watthington at Atlanta
Indiana at Cleveland
New Jersey at Dallas
Golden State at (haw°
Detroit at Denver
Kansas (Ity at San Inego
Utah at Lis Arigelm

K oharich, whose record with the
Eagles was 28-41-1, was fired in 1969
when the club was sold to present owner
Leonard Tone He coached at Notre
Dame from 1959 to 1812 with a 17-21
record, making him the only Fighting
Irish football coach ever with a losing
career record.
GOLF
PHOENIX, Arm 1AP,
Australian
David Graham holed a four-foot birdie
putt an the 72nd hole, capping a final
round 5-under-par 66 and a one-stroke
victory over Lon Hinkle in the $300,0130
Phoenix Open Golf Tournament
Graham acmured the sixth victory of
his ICI-year American Tour career 'with a
268 total, 16 strokes under par Hinkle,
who came from six shots back with nine
holes to play , had a spectacular,8-underpar 63final round
The victory was worth 654.000 for
Graham
TENNIS
CINCINNATI AP - Topseeded Martina Navratilova overpowered sixthseeded Sylvia Hanika of West Germany
6-2, 6-4 and won the $150,000 Avon
Women's Tennis Championships.
The Czechoslovaluan expatriate collected $30,000 for her first singles tournament victory since last fall
In the doubles finals, the topseeded
team of Anne Smith and Kathy Jordan
edged the second-seeded duo of
Navratilova and Parn Shrivel', 1-6, 6-3,63 The winners split $11,000
GUARUJA, Brazil 1API - Brazil's
Carlos Kirmayr defeated Ricardo C'ano
of Argentina 6-4, 6-2 to win the $75,000
Hollywood Tennis Classic Kirmayr won
$15,000 and Cane $7,500
BOWLING
ALAMEDA, Calif .Pr
Top-seeded
Bob Handley edged Jay Robinson 202-200
to win the 695,603 Alameda Open bowling
tournament
The 28-year-old Handley, from Fairway, Kan , earned a first-prize of
$12,000 Robinson, of Van Nuys, Calif.,
collected 17,003
SPEEDSKATING
DEVENTER, Netherlands iAPi Amund Siobrend of Norway won the 1981
European inen's speedskatmg title after
a thrilling battle in the final event with
Dutchman Hilbert van der Drum, the
orld champion
The 28-year-old Norwegian took the
overall lead and the title after van der
Duim fell' during the final race, the
gruelling 10,000 meters The Dutchman
quickly got up and back on his skates.
but he could not make up the time and
had to be content with the silver medal

Transactions
CINCINNATI RF',DS- Announced that
Tom Flume, pitcher, had agreed to a
oneyear contract.
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ACT NOW

back Roynell Young for the
ball.
Now the Raiders were clearly in control. They were
dominating the line of scrimmage and had constructed a
21-3 lead. They had the Eagle
defensive backs bickering
among themselves.
The cause was Plunkett,
pulling one completion after
another out of his bag of
tricks. If you want to know
about a quarterback, ask his
receivers.
Before the third quarter was
over, Chris Bahr kicked a 46yard field goal to make it 24-3.
Still, the Eagles weren't dead.
The Raiders grudgingly surrendered Philadelphia's only
TD on Jaworski's 8-yard pitch
to tight end Keith Krepfle at
the start of the final period
and then finished the Eagles
off. Bahr's 35-yard field goal
completed the scoring and
when time ran out the Raiders
were champions of the league
they are suing.
For the 75,500 fans who
packed the Louisiana Superdome for the game, it was a
memorable day and not only
because of football. Most of
them wore yellow ribbons
distributed by the NFL in
tribute to the Americans who
returned home Sunday after
444 days as hostages in Iran.
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Murray Ledger & Times Wins Two Awards

KPA AwardsGiven At Meeting
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RESCUE SQUACCHECK — The Murray Women of the Moose 1465 donated $100 to
the Calloniay County Fire-Rescue Squad. The money was raised through several
projects. At the presentation were (from left) Jane Blair, senior regent; Mike Holt,
rescue squad; Ora Lee Farris, recorder; Randy Barnett, rescue squad; and Louise Turner, treasurer.
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A
ST. JUDE'S DONATION — The Murray Women of the Moose 1465 presented a $50
check to the St. Jude's Hospital, Memphis. The money was raised through several
projects. At the presentation were (from left) Jane Blair, senior regent; Dianna
Williams, chairman of the St. Jude's drive; Ora Lee Farris, recorder; and Louise Turner,
treasurer.

LOUISV ELLE, Ky. 1API —
Newspapermen from Lexington, Bowling Green and
Hoplunsville were honored
with top awards from the Kentucky Press Association.
Award winners were announced Saturday by KPA
president Walter Dear, a
Henderson publisher, as the
association's midwinter conference drew to a close at the
Hyatt Regency Louisville.
Lewis Owens, vice president
for advertising and marketing
at The Lexington HeraldLeader Co., won the KPA's
most valuable
member
award. Owens is chairman of
KPA's finance committee and
a member of the executive
committee.
Two brothers at The Bowling Green Daily News, John
and Ray Gaines, won the Edwards M. Templin Award for
1980. John B. Gaines, a past
president of KPA,is publisher
of the Daily News and Ray
Gaines is editor.
The Templin Award is given
annually by The Lexington
Herald-Leader Co. to a Kentucky newspaper leader performing outstanding community service.
Robert C. Carter, president
and general manager of the
Kentucky New Era at
Hopkinsville, won the
"Freedom of Information
Award,- given annually to a
Kentucky newspaper executive for leadership in areas
related to freedom of the
press.
Carter is a long-time

legislative chairman for KPA
and a past president of the
association, which is made up
of weekly and daily
newspapers from throughout
Kentucky.
Also presented Saturday
were journalism awards earned by the various KPA
newspapers in intrastate competition.
Entries in the daily
newspaper competition were
broken into three classes —
Class I for newspapers of less
than 15,000, Class II for circulations of 15,000 to 30,000 and
Class HI for circulation of
more than 30,000.
The winners:
CLASS I DALLIES Murray Ledger Si Times First place best editorial. Honorable Menthe
-locally written column, one subject
Somerset Commonwealth Journal.
First best news story, best local news
picture. Second
best editorial; best
feature story Third - best sports story or
feature. Honorable mention - best
feature story ; locally written column,
variety : best sports column, best local
sports picture: best investigative story .
The Gleaner, Henderson First • best
feature story; locally written column,
variety, best local sports picture Second best locally written column, one
subject; best investigative story Third
-best editorial; best locally written column, one subject; best local news picture. Honorable mention - best news
story, best news story: locally written
column, one subject. best local feature
picture; best investigative story
Elizabethtown News-Enterprise First
- best sports column; best local feature
picture; best sports story or feature.
Honorable mention - best editorial; best
local feature picture; best sports story
or feature.
The Messenger, Madisonville. Second
- best news story, locally written column, variety. Third - best investigative
story Honorable mention • best feature
story; locally written cutiunn, variety.
The Maysville Ledger-Independent
Third -best news story.
The State Journal, Frankfort. Second -

No Intrusion Allowed At West Point Hideaway

Government Gives Hostages Privacy
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer
WEST POINT, N.Y.(AP) —
Their sympathetic government gave the newly freed
hostages today what they
welcome most now after 14,2
months of isolation — privacy.
Privacy to become reacquainted with children grown
a precious year older, privacy
to re-establish contact with
spouses alone for those many
nights, privacy to reflect on
picking up their lives.
Today was set aside for a
continuance of the reunion
with no intrusion from outside.
The hostage group was
whisked away to a retreat at
the U.S. Military Academy
Sunday after setting foot on
American soil for the first
time since they were seized in
Iran on Nov. 9, 1979. But not so
swiftly that they could miss a
whiff of what awaits them in
coming days — an outpouring
of emotion not experienced
since the prisoners of war
came home from North Vietnam in 1973.
"It was just so damned nice
that everyone was together,"
said a beaming Steve Adams,
manager of the Hotel Thayer
where the former hostages
and their families spent their
first night together since their
ordeal began a world away.
One of the 52, Army Master
Sgt. Regis Ragan, left immediately for Johnstown, Pa.,
to see his mother, Anna, 69,
who was taken to a hospital
coronary unit after greeting
him on the telephone Wednesday.

After dinner Sunday, Ernest
Cooke of Memphis, Tenn.,
father of ' former hostage
Donald Cooke, 25, wandered
outside into the sub-freezing
night, wearing the new furhooded jacket his son had been
issued.
He said families were introducing their hostage-kin to
each other. It was mostly
small talk, he said: "This is
so-and-so and that is such-andsuch and we did this-andthat.He said Donald is "doing
fine."
It seemed that the entire nation shared in the joy of the
hostages, their wives, parents,
children and sweethearts.
Yellow ribbon became the national symbol for the day.
Yellow was everywhere.
—
Americans celebrated the
new-found freedom of 52 of
their countrymen in many
other ways. In Chalfonte, Pa.,
52 residents took turns ringing
an antique fire bell. In South
Paris, Maine, Christmas
lights blinked on again. In
Newark, N.J., fire sirens
howled for three minutes and
250 firefighters paused for a
moment of silence in remembrance of the eight American
servicemen who died in last
April's failed rescue attempt.
And the hostages' bus
caravan
passed eight
flagpoles flying the colors at
half staff.
The hostages' private time
will - end abruptly Tuesday,
with a 9 a.m, news conference
for those who want to share
their story with the nation.

Many details already have
been told by some, and most
paint a captivity that was as
brutal, as austere and as terrifying as the families had
feared,
That chore over, the entire
group has been invited to fly to
Washington for the official
welcome led by a president only one week in office.
President and Mrs. Reagan
entertained
137 family
members at the White House
Sunday before the relatives
flew to New York state to
greet the freed hostages. "We
won't be going with you,"
Reagan said,"because we feel
very deeply that you don't,
need any outsiders. This is a
moment for you and for
them."
Then he prayed to God to
give them "the understanding
and the patience you will need
now with regard to this
homecoming and get
together."
In Plains, Ga., former
President Jimmy Carter also
said he didn't want to intrude
on the reunion. He welcomed
the hostages to freedom in
Wiesbaden last Wednesday,
his first day as a private
citizen, and said "that's been
adequate and gratifying to
me."
And so, the government
wrapped the 52 Americans
and their families in a cocoon.
Although 200,000 waited
along the I5-mile route from
Stewart International Airport
to West Point, only a handful
of people actually saw the first
emotional moments of reu-
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Frank Tarbell, general
manager of the airport, was
one of them.
"I saw love out on the runway. I said 'Welcome home'
and 'God bless you' as long as
I could get it out of my mouth.
I saw something I cannot
describe. It was a wave of people meeting people. It was exhilaration and relief," he said.
"It was a privilege. I am
deeply moved...I am deeply
moved. I was an intruder. I
had to turn away. This was only for them." •
Once at West Point, the seal
was complete, with hundreds
of reporters kept out by an
equal number of military
police. Photographers and
television crews were a half
mile removed from the terminal where the VC-137 plane
from the presidential fleet —
named Freedom One for the
occasion — rolled to a stop
after an eight-hour flight from
Wiesbaden, West Germany.
Back there, at the Army
hospital where the hostages
were taken after their release
from Iran last Tuesday,an Air
Force officer said the four
days of "decompression"
were good for them.
-If their families had seen
them in the condition that they
arrived in, it wouldn't have
been nice," said the officer
who asked not lobe identified.
By the time they - left
Wiesbaden, he said, "they
looked rested, they were getting their heads together, putting order back into their
lives."
The Super Bowl proved irresistible and most • of the
guests at one time or another
wandered into a hospitality
suite where three televison

Burglars Break Into
Ellie Brown's Home
For Second Time
LOUISVILIE, Ky. API —
For the second time in two months. intruders have broken into
the home of Ellie Brown,former
wife of Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
Louisville police are investigating the latest break-in
which occurred early Saturday
morning. The burglars gained
entrance into her home by prying a door open, according to
police.
Mrs. Brown called notice to
her home at 4:50 a.m, after she
heard noises in the house. She
told police that apparently
nothing was taken.
After the first robbery on Nov
24, in which more than $100,000
worth of items were stolen, the
governor ordered tighter security measures for her horne.

sets were set up.
New York City is begging
for the opportunity to offer the
hostages its traditional,
boisterous welcome, the
tickertape parade.
But Valls Gate, N.Y., a wide
spot on the route to West
Point, didn't wait to stage its
version of a ticker tape
parade. Its citizenry festooned
every twig along two-lane
county roads with ribbons and
waved signs when the former
captives passed: "Welcome to
Freedom," "We May Be
Small, But We're Mighty Proud of You," and "We Thank
God You're Home."

bent awls story or feature Third best
feature slur)
Harlan Daily Enterprise First
ly written column. one subject
rhe Richmond Register Second best
spurts coliarin
The Danville Aceocate-Messenger Second best local spurts picture Third locally Written coliarin. sariety best
total feature pit hire Honorable mention
• locally Written Athaoc one sunaet
Glasgow Daily Times Second - best
lot al feature picture Third -best local
sports picture
Winchester Sun Honorable mention best local news picture, best local
feature picture, best local sports picture
Corbin Times-Tributie First best investigative story
Middlesboro Daily News Second best
local news picture Third nest sports
column Honorable mention - best
feature story
CLASS II DAILIES
Ashland Daily Independent First locally written column, variety, best
local feature picture Second - locally
written column, one subject, best ininstigative story Third -best editorial,
best news story
Bowling Green Daily News First best news story, best sports column,
best investigative story Second - best
news story best feature story. locally
wntten column, variety, best sports
story or feature, best local news picture, best local feature picture Third
'locally written column, one subject,
locally written column, variety
Honorable niention - bratty written column, one subject, locally written column. one subject. best sports story or
feature, best sports story: or feature,
best local news picture. best local news
ricture
Kentucky New Era First - locally
written column, one subject best sports
story or feature Second -best editorial,
best sports column Third' best feature
story, best sports column, best sports
story or feature: best local news picture, best local sports picture, best investigative story: Honorable mention best sports story: or Leature; best local
feature picture
First best
Kentucky Enquirer
editorial, best feature story best local
news picture, best local sports picture
Second- best local Sports picture. Third'
best local feature picture Honorable
mention - locally written column, one
subject.
CLASS III DAILIES
Lexington Herald. First - best sports
story. ; best investigative story. Second locally written column, variety. Third best news story. Honorable mention best news story; best news story.
Lexington Leader First !locally written column, variety, best local news picture; best local feature picture. Second
best news story, best sports story or
feature; best sports column. Third' best
editorial; best feature story, locally
written column, one subject: best sports
column: best investigative story.
Honorable mention - best news story::
best feature.
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer. First
- best editorial; best news story:, best
feature story, locally written column,
one subject second- locally written column, one subject; best local news picture, best investigative story. Third •
best sports story or feature Honorable
mention - best feature story'. best local
sports picture.
Lexington Herald-Leader. First - hest
sports column; best local sports picture
Second best editorial; best feature
story best local feature picture best
local sports picture. Third - best local
feature picture, best local sports picture. Honorable mention • best editorial
best feature story, best locally written
column, one subject best local feature
picture.
The classification by circulation in the
weekly and semiweekly division is Class

I circulation of 3,000 or less; Class It
3,001 through 4.310, and Class III 1,201 or
more
CLASS I WEEKLIES
bath County News-Outlook First •
best editorial, local column, one subject, local cobunn, variety Second 'best
seas story . best news picture Third local sports pictures
Berea Citizen Second- best editonal.
local column, one subject, best investigative story Third
best news
slurp, best feature story
Carlisle Mercury First - best feature
story Second - tea sports story or
feature Third best editorial. best spirts
story: or feature best investigative
story
Trouble Banner-Danocrat First •
best news story
Flerningsborg
Times-Democrat
Third - local column, variety, local news
picture Honorable mention best news
storyKenton County Reconier. Second best feature story Third local column,
one subject, local feature pictures.
Allen County News Second local column, variety. Third best investigative
story. Honorable mention - beat feature
story:; best feature story
The Advertiser First • best sports
story or feature, best inVeStIgatiVe
story
Gallatin County News. First hest news
picture, local feature picture, local
sports picture. Second 'local feature picture; local sports picture. Honorable
mention. best sports story or feature
CLASS Ii WEEKLIES
LaRue County Herald-News First best editorial best news story Second best investigative story Third - best
local news picture. Honorable mention best local feature picture.
Anderson News. Second • best
editorial; local column, variety, sports
story or feature. Third - local news picture.
News Is Times, Georgetown First sports story or feature. Second- best
news story, local column, one subject;
best sports column
The Sturgis News. First - local column, one subject. Second - best feature
story. Third best feature ;tors:
Honorable mention best feature story
News-Democrat. Carrollton. Third best editorial. Honorable mention -local
news picture.
Springfield Sun. First - best sports column. Second- best local sports picture.
Third -local column, one subject local
feature picture Honorable mention best editorial; sports story or feature;
best investigative story.
Cumberland County News. First local feature picture Honorable mention
-local column
Green River Republican Third -local
column.
Marshall County Messenger Second
local news picture. Third -best news
story:
The Whitley Republican. Honorable
mention- best news story- , local sports
picture.
The Interior-Journal, Stanford First'
local column, variety. Third -best sports
story or feature. Honorable mention best

feature story
The Martin
Lee
feature story tintinvestagetive
Honorable nienlion - bra sports story .r
feature
Southwest Athertiser, low..ill,
First - Iota] news picture local spa
picture Sestind lui al feature pict
The Cadiz Record H000rabie menu,.
twit local news picture
The Tories-Arga. entral City Tturd
local sports picture
reenstiurThe Record-Herald.
Third - best investigative story
CLASS III WEEKLIES
Crittenden Press, Marion First - best
editorial best sports column Rini-ran,
nee,
Mention best editorial best
picture
.
Boone County Recorder Second
editorial Third - local news pi
Honorable mention - local column, sos
ty,, best investigative story
Campbell County News First .
vestozative story Third -best sdituri.o
McCreary County Record Si-cord
local feature picture Honorable men ,r
-best editorial best investigatise story
Cynthia's Democrat First best !Ie..story Third best investigative Sto,,
Honorable mention -best feature stors
Ohio County Tunes Second best rive
story Honorable mention -local colauc.
one subject
Central Kentucky News-Jour lid
Campbellsville First
best teiturc
story:, best spurts story: or feature soul
sports picture Second - best sports i•olurns Third -best news story . local
umn. one subject Honorable mention
local feature picture
Mt Sterling Advocate Honoratil•:
mention • best news story' :
ApPalachmn News-Erpress, Pikevill.
First • local news picture_ Third -total
column. variety Honorable mention best news story
News-Democrat. Russellville Second
-best feature story Honorable Mention best feature story, local sports picture
Gray son County News-Gazette Thuro best feature story Honorable mention
local sports picture
The Sentinel-News. Shelbyvilli
Honorable mention -best feature story
Lebanon Enterprise First local column, one subject. Second -local sports
picture: best investigative story Third
local feature picture
Wayne County Outlook Second - leen:
column, one subject local news picture
The Kentucky,Standard, Bardstown
First - local column, variety Honorable
mention -local news picture
Casey County News Second local column. variety
The Voice, St_ Mattznews Third sports story or feature. Honorable mention - local column, variety
The Pioneer-News, Shepherdsvilli
Third- local column, variety, sports
ann. local sports picture
Tribune-Coon., Benton Second sports story or feature
The Leader-News, Greenville First local feature picture Honorable mention
-best investigative story
Franklin Favorite Honorable mention
-local sports picture
The Logan Leader Honorable mentim
-local feature picture
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Bigger Profits

What's the best way to get
P.S.? Ifyou had the time
and money, you could send
out a personal letter to
each and every individual
in the area. Or, more sensibly, you could advertise with us! Your ad
will be seen by our entire circulation...and
considering how many
people you can reach...
the cost is unbelieveably low!
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Report Urges TVA Funding Halt
KNOXVIL1E, Tenn. (AP)Funding for the Tennessee
Valley. Authority's Ki.5 biller
coal polka on plant and etwisWi*tion (xi least two nuclear
plants
be stopped, a
report to President Reagan
repartedly. says.
The report, by a preatdenUal
transition team, urges corporate
management for the TVA and
tells Reagan he should double
the federal utility's board of
directors, according to copyright
stones Saturday. 111 the Knoxville
Journal and Memphis Commercial Appeal.
The report said TVA "should
only play an energy Laboratory
role in areas of denionstrated
TVA excellence and only within
the area of TcA's basic nimion
of power and economic develop-

of the 11‘ A ever dune duruig
presidential transition. Reagan
aides previously Insisted it
would rvziaiin secret from the
TVA should respond to problems like a btaaness," the
report said in recommending the
TVA txrani expand from three to
seven men ibers.
The report envisioned a chairman, chief executive officer and
"several strung vice presidents"
for management. These people
shouki be recruited from the
utility's region, it said.
The report was compiled by
several businessmen and
political aides In Washington and
Tennessee offices. It was
directed by Robert Sansom,
Knoxville native and former
Nixon Administration aide who
operates a consulting firm outside Washington, D.C.
The coal gassilication plant is
a favorite project for TVA chairman S. David Freeman and
Alabama Congressman Tom

Bevil, a Democrat wtw district
enoinpa&ses the facility 's site
near Murphy Hill
TVA stiould stop conotructung
at least two nuclear plants, the
report said, naming facilities at
Phipps Bend near Surgoiraville,
Tenn , and at Yellow Creek near
lulu. Miss., as the two pe‘sible
candidates
The federal utility, which
under previous directors plann-

stAkodoivaititta.,ciAssillED ADS

ed to bond 12 nuclear reactors at 1. Legal Nome
seven plants, has admitted its ,
previous demand estimates "
SNERIFF'S SALE
were too high and delayed inIN THE CALLOWAY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT CIVIL ACdefinitely emanation of four
TION FILE NO. 10-C1-274
plants.
Cutting out those four and two
TREAS LUMMR COMPANY, INC. d/b/a TREAS
more plants, the report said,
BUILDING CENTER
would save 116.5 billion in 10
vs.
years while providing enough
PETE RUTLEDGE d/b/e RUTLEDGE FUNERAL NOME
electricity for Indio:Ina' expanREPORT OF SALE
sion in'INA'S Seven-state region.
By virtue of o judgement and order of sole of the

1. legal Notice

Chemicals Hinder Fire
Authorities; Mayfield
Firm Blaze Burns Out
MAYFIEID, Ky APi -- A
fire that began Saturday afternoon at a grain storage company
in Mayfield was allowed to burn
itself out because unknown
chemicals were involved and officials were reluctant to use
water.

burned..
Goidoil Nichols, a spokesman
for the state Disaster and
Emergency Services, said persons from the state Fire MarThe study was one of many
shals' office, DES and state
done for the new Republican adpolice monitored the smoke for
ministration's review of federal
traces of hazardous chemicals.
agencies but it is the first study.
Dowdy said several calls were
A rounckhe-clock watch was
made to chemical firms to deterkept at the scene, according to
mine what course to take in exMayfield Fire Chief Howard
tinguishing the fire. He said a
Dowdy.
'
The fire at the Howe Hilliard firm in Alabama recommended
Grain Co. on U.S. 45 South broke not using water.
"In the debris there are large
out around 4 p.m. CST and sent
ACROSS
up a towering cloud of smoke number of agri-chemicals giving
Abbr
off some fumes that we feel like
1 Jury list
7 Army abbr
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
visible from 12 miles away.
6 Shatter
we need to be concerned about."
8 Simian
T
A
a
CO
•1 Of old age
9 Withered
No one was reported injured. Nichols said, adding that he
12 Come into
10 Hurry
Officials had been considering wasn't sure what chemicals
" view
11 Gravy
evacuating area residents were involved.
14 While
13 Raises
because of the srnoke. but decidAbout 10,700 people live in this
1.5 Citrus fruit
16 Love god
17 Gaenc
19 Gladden
ed against it around 3 am. CST extreme western Kentucky com18 Shoshonean 21 Snare
when it was determined that the munity about 25 miles south of
20 Chief artery 22 Book of
fumes were not toxic.
Paducah. The fire was in
23 Greek letter
maps
Fire officials were hesitant to southern, sparsely populated
24 Irishman
25 Despots
use water on the flames because section of Mayfield.
26 Direction
27 Hostelry
28 Teutonic
30 Weird
of the presence of unknown
A team from the Water Qualideity
32 Willow
A
chemicals. No nearby building ty' Division of the state Natural
a
29 Exponge
34 Permits
were threatened by the blaze.
Resources Department was at
31 Taverns
36 Dress protec33 Chinese •-oin
tor
44 Stitched
57 Negative pre"It got pretty touch and go the scene, he said. The plant is
35 Strokes
37 Masked
near Red Duck Creek, which
47 Danish island
fix
there for awhile," Dowdy said.
36 Declared
38 Lairs
49 Rescue
58 Dysprosium
Hilliard said flows through the heart of
Finch
Co-owner
39 French river 40 Caught
52 Above Poet
symbol
12 Hebrew letter 41 Finished
the warehouse contained am- Mayfield. It runs into Mayfield
54 Crony
60 Down Prefix
43 Locations
monium nitrate, urea and Creek, which empties into the
1
2 3 4 5
6 7 • 9 10
45 Thin
Mississippi River.
among other chemicals.
potash,
46 Inlet
Dowdy. said firemen spent
11
12
13
will
nitrate
Ammonium
48 Slaves
release toxic fumes if mixed most of their time watching the
50 Free of
14
17
• 15
51 Margarine
with water. Urea and potash are building burn and putting out
n
n
53 Trade
18.19
not considered toxic although grass fires in the area.
55 French article 24
A fog-like mist was used by
2S
26
27
zs
they are skin irritants and can
56 Sea nymph
release noxious fumes when the fire department to contain
30
59 Eluded
31UUU32UU
611
the smoke. State air pollution of61 College
33
34
35
ficials said the fumes dissipated
•
bldgs
62 Took nu*
36 37
"pretty good," said Dowdy.
4041
The cause of the blaze in the
42
43
es
DOWN
AUSTRALOPITHECINES
30-year-old wooden structure
I Annoy
46
47
4$
Recent discoveries show was not known, Dowdy said, He
Article
that man's first ancestors,the said arson officials will be called
1
52
S3
S4
SS
.; Nothing
four foot Australopithecines, in to invessigate.
4 Lambs pen
57 56
59
60
lived from 3 million to 3Lo
name
..
Hilliard estimated damages at
5 Carus fruit
61
62
million years ago.
between $150,000 and $2C0,000.
Continent
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Calloway Circuit Court rendered October 21, 1180. In
the above cause, for the sum of $5,678.00 dollars,
with interest oi the rate of 8% percent per annum
from the 21st day of October, MO, until paid and its
cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sole at the
Court House door in Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky to the highest bidder, at public auction on theta* day of February, 1181, at 1000 o'clock A.M.
The following described property, to-wit:
Beginning at a point 350 feet north on the northwest
corner of the intersection of South Ninth Street with
Vine Street in the City of Murray, Kentucky, and on
the west right-of-way of South Ninth Street, and said
beginning point being the northeast corner of Brandon
Dill's lot; thence, West with Dill's line and parallel
with Vine Street 166 feet too stoke, Corner to Dill and
to Grantor; thence, North to o fence on the north side
of Roseberry Branch, corner to Grantor and Outland;
thence, East with Outland's line 166 feet to the West
right-of-way of South Ninth Street; thence, South with
the west right-of-way of South Ninth Street to the
point of beginning.
This deed conveys the lot 166 feet east and west and
approximately 120 feet north and south.
Previous grantor, Ora K. Mason, reserved an
easement across the south three feet of this lot for
the purpose of laying sewer and water lines to the
vacant lots immediately west and south of this lot. She
further reserved the right and license to go upon the
south three feet of said lot for the purpose of laying
sold line maintaining same.
And being the some property conveyed to Pete
Rutledge by Rural R. Jones et us by deed dated April
24, 1975, of record in Book 154, Cabinet 1, Drawer
6, Cord 2189, Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
This property will be sold subject to a mortgage in
favor of friendly finance, of record in Book 160, Card
2863, and a mortgage to Dwight Rutledge of Record in
Book 160, Card 2863. It will also be sold subject to
any outstanding foxes, easements and right-of-ways.
TERMS-CASH
Max E. Morris, Sheriff
Calloway County
Murray, Kentucky

A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Pat Shaw Hopson, Executrix, of the estate of
I Lacy Hopson. deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
Must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
February 4, 1981, the date of
hearing
Frances W Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk

I'LL NEED
ONE PIECE
OF THIS

THAT'S
DONE,
TOO

I LOVE
SPAGHETT I
- AND
MEATBALLS

A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Donnie
Wrather Foust, Executrix, of
the estate of Ruby C. Wrather.
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before February 4. 1981. the
date of hearing.
Frances W Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk

OFF!

SEZ
WHO?

GET
LOST.'

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary
appointments have been made
in the Calloway District Court,
All claims against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six months of
date of qualification

BEAT
IT!

Herbert Pratt Shepard, 1309
Poplar St., Murray. KY Deceased, Fredrick Wells Shepard,
Rt.6, Box 194A, Murray, KY CoExecutor, Herbert Pratt
Shepard. Jr.. 6 Arbor Ct.,
Hamilton, OH 45013 CoExecutor. J. WM. Phillips. 201
S 5th St.. Murray, KY Attorney.

ABSOLUTELY. -AT MY
HOUSE I AM THE
KING

WHAT ABOUT
MRS piTHEPS'?

SHE'S TI-IE ACE

Lillian Payne. Rt 2, Hazel, KY
42049 Deceased, Pauline
Lassiter, Rt 2, Hazel, KY 42049
Executrix, Robert 0 Miller,
Courthouse, Murray KY Attorney
Lillie D. Chambers. 806 S 9th
St `Murray, KY Deceased.
Mahlon Derrington, 1101 Cocaratna Dr.. Murray. KY Executor, Max W Parker. Courthousf, Murray, KY Attorney_
Dollie Jones, 306 N 5th St.,
Murray, KY Deceased, Harry F.
Haneline, Rt.1, Farmington, KY
42040 Executor, Robert 0.
Miller, Courthouse, Murray, KY
Attorney_
Helen Haneline, 506 Poplar St.,
Murray, KY Deceased, Harry F
Haneline, Rt I. Farmington. KY
42040 Executor Robert 0
Miller. Courthouse Murray. KY
Attorney
Frances W Shea Circuit Court
Clerk

A periodical settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Department for Human
Resources, committee for Ruby
Suiter, incompetent. Exceptions to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before February 4,
1981, the date of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A periodical settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by Mary
Wilma Calhoon, Administratrix,
of the estate of Grace E. Jones,
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway- District Court on or
before February 4, 1981, the
date of hearing.
Frances W Shea Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Faye Miller,
Executrix, of the estate of
Charles T. Miller, deceased Exceptions .to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
February 4, 1981, the date of
hearing.
Frances W.
Clerk.

Shea, Circuit Court

2. Notice
Feel better fast, We have 8-15
at Holland Drug.

SATELLITE TV
FOR
THE
HOME
Our receiver lets you
get over 75 channels of
television directly from
earth-orbiting cable TV
satellites:
HBO,
Showtime,
super
stations, sports and
movies from around the
world
Sick of Network TV?
Buy Complete or Build
our kit and save!
Our 24-channel receiver
provides
"studio
quality" TV reception.
Easy to install! Ultra
low power consumption!
Brilliant color! Works
anywhere! FCC licensing
no longer required. ORDER TODAY.

WARD ELKINS
703 So. fitli
Mayfield, By.

2. Notice

Goo. Dodge &
Son. lac.

Apple Tree School quality
child care with educational
program 1503 Stadium View,
753-9356, 753-1566
Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600

BIBLE CALL
Helpful aids in studying the Bible - 759-4444.
Bible Story - 759-4445.

lack & 1111 licensed and state
approved child care. 107 South
14th, 753-9922.

000000sro-or..--0,
M.USFISN
MARKET

r

Ky. Lake Catfish Steaks
$1.79 lb.
Special This Weak
Buffalo
75' lb.
6071. Stir
753-9311
-0702°.•*Coo,COOOCEO,

Notice of Availability of Charity

Ce$e Services. Murray Calloway
County Hospital of Murray. KY
will make available from April
1. 1981 until March 31, 1982
$83,000 of Hill-Burton Charity
Care. Chanty Care will be
available on a first request
basis to eligible persons
needing care who are unable to
pay for hospital services until
the facilities annual compliance level is met, Eligibility
for Charity Care will be limited
to persons whose family income is not more than the current poverty income guidelines
established by the Community
Services Administration. This
notice is published in accordance with 42 C.F.R. 124.505
Notice of Availability of Uncompensated Services_
Reduced sate and fast _with
GoBese Tablets and E-Yap
"water pills". Holland Drug.
•weddings with distinction,'•
1.1 Coll end book early_
•

CARTER STUDIO

1 304 Mole

753 8798

Residents of Hazel, there has
been complaints of dogs running at large in the city. Owners
are cautioned to keep their
dogs at home. Strays will be
picked
up
by
proper
authorities. William Pratt,
Mayor, City of Hazel.
What we do best is care.
Needline. 753-6333.

FOR RENT

11.

22. Musi

Instructions

Apple Tree School quality'
child care with educational
program 1503 Stadium View
753-9356 753-1566
Will give riding lessons Call
767-2939

WONT CO
SALE Nov
Forty is fa
Is i•an
Pours
Oboes 122

12. Insurance

2055 516 Marrs,
753.4664

-

Gasor Power Bolt Leg
Splitter by day or job.
Operator available. All
stoveviood
hardwood
for sale $25.00 per
rick. Cal 753-8351

5T -t and Found
Lost Diamond ring, yellow gold
setting, one diamond. Reward!
Call 753-9331
$100 Reward for small brown
mixed Terrier, -Sam'', lost in
Route 6, Kentucky Lake area
Call 436-2591 or 762-3817

6. Help Wanted
Paducah lirm seeking
aggressive, ambitious person to sell nationally advertised ollice equipment
in Murray-Mayfield area.
Please send resume to
P.o. Box 1120 Paducah,
KY 42001 or call 4438461 lot appointment.
Golden opportunity
Filter
Queen Co. is seeking an ambitious individual to manage
Murray and Mayfield territory,
Above average earnings Apply
to P.O. Box N25. Paris, TN
38242
Murray
Position available
,Calloway County Transit
Authority is accepting applications for position of driver Applications for this position may
be picked up at Transit office
in City Hall Applications are
due by Friday. January 30,
1981 Previous applicants need
Applications
not reapply
received after this date will not
be considered.

1. Storage Bldp.
portable
Built
Custom
bulldogs Call 753-0984

".•

_

Will do babysitting in my home
Highway 641 Hazel, 492 8888

Pie Salles, Oak Doessacs
NIPINIf *OM, wall moo
Oak leciars, Oak Waal
Staid. Clatireas, halm
Lawry Tables, Noe= Koh
awry Dila, TAY, I amain
oaf clone calm,

•

--

9. Situation Wanted

ANTIQUES

S

PAGE 11'

24. Misc

Fantastic rates on 1975 or
newer mobile homes See or
call Johnny Williams your
M F A agent 753-0445

1
FO
01

14. Want To Buy
Junk cars

474-8838

From $3!
We mar
sell direr
signs, Int
MOE
hi
901 -

Pair of tree gaffs Call 7539817 after 4 pm
Want to boy Used card table
Call 474.9729 or 475 2346
after 5 pm

WI Mit ALUMINUM CANS
Open Monday thru Saturday

firewood s,
hickory. 18'
repaired.
removal 489
For sale 5 t
Call Dill's Ele

BIRP CYCLING
CENTER
Now., Kentucky
472•1337
lest wren the Neck from the
Fish. Post Office.

Firewood, cu'
ly oak and
delivered. it
4157.

Will pay top price for white oak
timber Call 753-4984 evenings.
Want to buy standing timber
Call 753-6268 or 753-6186
Want to buy Standing timber.
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up. 7535592.

15. Articles For Sale
Antique cream seperator, old
set encyclopedia, 1980 World
Book encyclopedia, year old
mattress set_ 753-5570.

1

Firewood for
oak. Call 492.

Firewood, 1/
mixed hardi
rick. deliverer

4 end 6 Mill
ki various
rolls, bloci
S12.00 for
mill St 6.75
Al prices I
nesse. 20 .
Sr.

1971 Charger, good condition,
Antique piano baby: Selmer
Mark IV tenor sax. (615) 2325197 or 232-6505.
For sale- Wheat straw and
carpeting, Gall 753-8156.
Like new, automatic garbage
compactor. $120: and table
top hooded hair dryer. $20.
753-2280.
Nine piece Royal Prestige
cookware, stainless steel.
lifetime guarantee, $175
Ladies brown fur coat, size 14,
$40. 753-1235.
Olympus 0M-10 50mm lens,
case almost new, $200. Winchester Canadain Centenial 3030 $250 or make offer. 16 foot
cargo trailer, twin 'axle, electric
brakes, $750 or make offer.
Call 759-4104.

16. Home Furnishings
36- Eoterpose electric range.
4-burner, oven with broiler
pan, 2 stone compartments.
$75. Call 759-4689.
Jorge washer and dryer, $150,
2
Ii3
n3
ed0...drum heater, $50. 489-

17. Vacuum Cleaners

MOD
MI
t111-4
Four white
mud/snow
pickup. $95
after 4 pm.

Hobart mea.
highest bidde

1970 VW Bu,
stone: coal
piano. Samsi
mture. 436-2:

Wood for sale.

217 Businf

Floor sanders
carpet cleanei
& Sales Centel
iledgei Tax S
ed and relia
Kentucky ant
$10.00. 759-1

26. TV-Rai

For sale: Cabo
Turner power
duster antenni

H011

Electrolux Sales and Service.
Tony Montgomery, 753-6760.

19. Farm Equipment
4230 John Deere Quad-range,
998 hours, no cab, one owner,
loaded with extras. Sharp! 502435-4520.
Lely 6 row 30- row ripper. May
be used with or without
roterra. 502-628-3892.

'OMR=

am in

Old John Deere tractor, runs
good $250. Call 437-4505.

20. Sports Equipment
For sate: Remington model
1100, 28 modified plain barrel!. 489-2787.
The Pistol People: Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store, 9
miles west of Hopkinsville junction KY 164-117. Hours 8-5.
Sunday 12-5.(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
Liquidation stock sale Baldwin
pianos and organs, guitars.
amplifiers. console stereos,
violins. Litton microwave ovens,
Pioneer auto stereos, much
more. Lonardo Piano Co.,
across Post Office. Paris, TN
ORGANS
Amami Sala!

Fir
91

Po

Co

•neer maileh •• .411111
•4 yam woman

CLAYTON'S
Jai Musk
753-7575

23. Exterminating
All BUGS CALI

rtAU
Kelley's Termite
S. Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

753

fig

Qin&

Co,

Heoti
Condo
Soles
Modern
t Service

- 753
4=mm.
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22. Musical

26]V-Radio

I

SPINET CONSOLE PIANO FOB
SALE 1/sorted tespemoide
party fa take ever pilot. Cs
Is rden kocolly Ihrte Mr.
Peepers, Bo. 327 Carlyle,
Mai62231.

alifiscellaneous
SIGNS
FOR SALE
OR RENT

43. Real Estate

32. Apts. For Rent

For rent Real nice one
MAONA170/1
bedroom furnished apartment
Annual Soleil
Call 753296/
Great Savings
Foe rent 2 bedroom apart
ea t v.'s
ments at Embassey Apart
and stereos
ments Call 7534331 or 7533530 after 5 pm
CLAYTON'S
One bedroom apartment $90
J&B Music
2 bedroom apartment $110
753-7575
Water furnished in Lynn Grove
Call 753-1874
0/culled tIe liuioOIr pelly
take over payment on color t r Two bedroom duplex all kitWarranty Clayton's I & B chen appliances, central heat
and au Call 753-8146 or 153Music 753 7575
1437

ATTIIMON VMRANSI
Hove you token odvontoge of your right to
own your own home
with a 100% G I loon,
if not contoct us,

•

53. Services Offered-

50. Used Trucks

-

1141 ill All
a P201%111' MAMMA/A[141

Super constructed 2
story home with all the
27. Mobile Hamaies 34. HousesJáiiint
luxuries including cen'1W
tral heat and air and
1974 Double wide rnobsle For rent Country home in New "Regardless of its value
today, J.B , it's stil Fisher wood
burning
home. 2406 partially furnish- Concord Call 436-2498
the 'almighty dollar' providing
you have E' stove. Located on KY.
ed or unfurnished. All electric
House
for
Rent,
or
electric
bundle
of
them."
Lake with its own
with baseboard electric heat
canal and boat dock
Very easily heated. $7500. wood heat 8 miles East of
Murray
Call
436-2582
with year round deep
Phone- I-354-6217.
Eibt-e
43. Real Estate
water. You must see
•
Firewood, seasoned oak and 12x65 Furnished, washer, Redecorated 5 room hogse 431reat
this one!
hickory. 18-. 24- Chainsaws dryer, air-conditioner, under- near Murray Couple, no pets
repaired. sharpened
Tree pinning and storm straps, good references deposit $150 753Beautiful spacious
177mmMIP
.777
1
'
6
removal 489-2327. 489-2853 condition Reduced. 474-2342 7551
)
) home at the waters
aim
edge of Kentucky
For sale 5 hp all compressor For sale or rent 1973 Moble Three bedroom home $225
Lake. It is not only
Call Dill's Electric. 753-9104
home 12x52. 2 bedrooms, gas Deposit and references reZ-1222
0
quired No pets Gas heat 753
well built, secluded,
BOYD-MAJORSHI
Firewood, cut any length, most- heat. new electric service 50
and restful but, is
ly oak and hickory, $22 50 gallon hot water tank. 500 8895
REAL ESTATE
SPACE WITH
maintenance free and
delivered 489-2492 or 753- gallon gas tank, half full. Call Three bedroom house 2 blocks
753-8080
11
GRACE
can be divided into two
from MSU Call 753-7746
354-6122.
4157.
Services
essional
I r
Light up your life with
separate , living
Firewood for sale, hickory and For sale Trailer and lot Call Three bedroom house in counitti The riendly Touch'
this 5 bedroom home
quarters. Enjoy the
try. new carpets_ Walking
759-1789
oak Call 492-8901
in Canterbury Estates.
convenience of your
LIVE BETTER
distance from MSU or down
partly
Mobile
home,
Firewood 18--24' seasoned 12 x 60
Over 3000 sq. ft. of livown private boat dock
FOR IFAS
town $275 per month Call
mixed hardwoods, $25 per furnished, good condition. Call
ng area in this roomy
$59,500. tall today for
1611 Oakhill Drive - 2
898-6687 after 4 pm
437-4505.
rick delivered Call 753-8536
Family home. living
an appointment to see
B.R. almost new
room, large eat-in kitthis goregous home.
28. Mob. Home Rents 37. Livestock-Supplies home, beautiful
kw.. Gee« .141434
chen, den w/fireplace,
4 end 6 Mil niertk. Avnii•Me
decorated, central
For rent: Trailer. available 1 Livestock equipment for sale'
p.....•___
ISI.S123
Round hay feeders $85 each. a
in various
19'x17' game room,
, 100 foot
electric heat pump,air
month
after
753-8436
Call
5
block or char 4 mill
%MI*,
complete line of hog equipstorage galore, and
733-11146
conditioning, disposal,
pm
S12.00 for 1000 sq ft 6
Grits Agri-Sales. • range, dishwasher, exment
large
concrete
mill S16.73 for 1000 sq. h.
151•31.
2 bedroom trader, very clean. Dresden. TN (901)364-2256
backyard patio for
as, I•••••
haust fan. Panelled
Al pric•s FOB Paris. Ti,.
approximately 211 miles on
w
summer
those
garage with automatic
rime*. 20 roll minimum or11:2
641 South No pets. 753-436 REE MAR ARABIANS Book
cookouts. Offered well
der.
opener. Large lot - low
your good mares for 1981
Murray -Calloway
after 5 pro
replacement
below
breeding season
price of $33,900.00. Call
Three
MONNE SIVA
County Realty
Two bedroom trailer, complete- stallions 753-6126.
cost. Reduced to
today for appt.
MFG CO
(502)7534146
ly furnished, very nice, $150
$74,900. Phone 7539014424470
304 N 120i St
per month. Call 753-8964 after Special, thru January 31. 37%
1222, Kopperud Realty
New listing - Nice
Allorron. K y 42071
protein blocks for cattle, $255
5.
for courteous, comperesidential lot, 100 x
per ton. Shoemake(Seed ProFour white spoke wheels with
tant. real estate ser200, city water, city
cessing, 4th & chestnut, 75345. Farms For Sale
mud/snow tires for Ford 30. Business Rental
vice.
sewage. Near new city
7666
pickup $95 Call 753-9817
Approximately 14 acres for sale
PRICE
Qnly
park.
$4,500.00.
after 4 pm
38. Pets-Supplies
Mini
on Highway 893 south of Lynn
REDUCED
Grove Phone 753-5921
Hobart meat saw, to the
Warehouse
AKC registered Boston Terrier
4 bedroom, 2'2 bath
highest bidder Call 753-0840.
puppies Have nice marking
home has den with
Two acre farm for sale 4n Lynn
Storage Space
Call 753-7438
wood -burning
Grove area. Several out1970 VW Bug parts; artificial
For Rent
buildings Call 753-9964. ask
fireplace, dining
stone, coal stove: antique
Dog obedience classes AKC
753-4758
for Amber.
room, heat pump, expiano: Samsonite patio furGerman Shepherds and AKC Here's your real escape! From
niture 436-2333.
cellent closet space,
46. Homes For Sale
New store building with tic- uA strailian cattle dogs. Call city congestion and taxes. Easy
two-car garage with
commuting just one mile from
Wood for sale. 436-2758.
tures for lease Cypress Springs 436-2858
Country Estate for sale or rent
automatic
door
limifs.
Colbedroom
city
This
3
Q.Real Estate
area. Call 436-2506.
Reasonable terms Livestock
25. Business
opener, and landscaponial guarantees freedom from
facilities Garden. fruit trees
Floor sanders and polishers 32. Apts. For Rent
the early morning squeeze by
ing to include over two
436-2333
carpet cleaners. Murray Rental Apartments for rent, near
the three bathrooms May we
dozen flowering trees
311011 NAL f I, INC
Ise *Wen ray MO .•
For sale or lease Beautician
& Sales Center. 753-8201_
suggest your dial,ing 753-1492
ta•
future beauty. All
for
. downtown Murray. 753-4109.
raleves by,••/.040I1
Special! Tired of giving away
for your showing of this home?
Hodge' Tax Service. experienc- _Extra large upstairs 2 bedroom
this and more with
FARMS-ROMEO
part of your hard earned
CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
ed and reliable tax service 'furnished apartment, $165 per
2,900 sq. ft. under roof.
BUSINESSES
money? You can own your own
Realtors.
Kentucky and state 1040A - month. Couple.
Price just reduced LACE AND ITKREATIONAI
no pets. Water
furnished shop and 4 bedroom
$1000 759-1425.
PROPERTY
upper 60's. Contact
Low cost home loan money
furnished. Central gas heat and
house with no money down
Listings needed! Offices
Kopperud Realty, 753won t last long. For applica26.TV-Radio
au. Call 753-1203.
You can start making money toCoast to Coast. Boyers
tion,
visit
conour
or
1222,
up
can
incomes
to
vary
For sale Cobra 89 XLR CB with Furnished or unfurnished two
day. Call 753-5074.
from
Everywhere.
$22.500 for a five member
veniently located ofTurner power mike and Star- bedroom duplex, 411 North
House for sale Call 489-2845.
"Free" Catalog.
family. Give us a call now at
fice at 711 Main Street,
duster antenna. Call 492-8604 8th 492-8225
753,1492 for 'information an
STROUT REALTY
Two bedroom brick house in
a•I tila••• arWam
this 10 7/8% interest Yes, you
county on 1.9 acres $17.000
Int Clidairear
TARGET.
ON
You
are
going
to
reatiright -under 11% on a 25
firm Call 435-4193
On.
loy
lump
when
for
you
see
what
rear term Dial 753-1492 Well
p.
153-01116
help you Century, 21 Loretta we have for you' Priced at only Three bedroom brick, kitchen
iSertier
225 L. P. Miller St.
$21.300 you could not find a den combination large marble
lobs. RealtAcross From Community Center
better buy. Located 4.4 miles bath room, double wide conNeed down payment? Let 'us
from Murray in the southwest crete dove with 12 x 16 redOpen Hours
show you how you can purPordom & Thurman .tk1 school district, this newly wood patio, 543.500 Extra lot
Mon. L Tues. 7:30-12:30
chase this 3 bedroom brick
0 decorated home is country liv- may be purchased with home
Insurance &
0 ing at it's best You have to see Call 753-1651 Aftet 5 pm call
priced in the $30's. Call us for
Closed Wednesday
Real
Estate
your showing as there is no
the inside to appreciate the ex- 753-2586
Soutfiside Court Sq.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 8:30-12:30
sign in the yard. It's your move
tras this home has. 2 47. Motorcycles
Murray,
Kentucky
and you'll win. Dial 753-1492
bedrooms kitchen living room.
753.4451
at CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs
bath. and a huge utility room 1978 Yamaha IT-150E. good
Realtors
An acre of ground with condition, low mileage Call
beautiful shade trees to keep 753-1419.
the heat a way in the summer 48. Auto. Services
Come take a look and see what
a .house your money, can buy' Import Auto Salvage, parts and
firis one won't last tong, be the repairs for Opal, Dew, Fiat
Call
lost
to see' Call Vicki at Spann and Toyota. 474-2325
(Clip Th's Ad From The Paper And Save For A Handy Reference)
after 5 pm.
Realty Associates 753-7724.
From 535 00 a month
We manufacture and
sell direct. Custom built
signs, Interior Signs.
MOBILE SIGN
MFG CO.
901.642-3470

I

M"'"X 3103E)

Anm,

753-8080

1971 Ford pickup 4 door
$1000 Call 436 2506
1967 Ford pickup runs good
drives good no rust $595
489-2595
1979 Ford pickup F100
custom extra nice Call 753
8555
1974 Ford Ranger XtT good
condition $1700 Call after 5
pm. 753-7458
1973 International
ton
truck, radio. power steering:au
conditioned 14 foot bed
$3,500 Call 153-8061.
1980 Jeep C1-5, Power steering and brakes. tilt. 2500
miles many extras Call 4928824

5
, [-Campers
1972 Concord trailer 22 lout
2 door model $2000 Call 4362506.

52:Boats and Motors
40 toot Pontoon boat. lire
aboard, heat and air. $4000 or
trade. 18 foot fiberglass to-hull
boat and trailer. $1000. Call
436-2506.

53. Services Offered
Alcoa Aluminum or vinyl siding
and trim Aluminum trim for
brick houses lack Glover. 7531873
Custom made cabinets, music
centers, book cases. hutches
Reasonable 436-2566
Concrete and block work Block
garages, basements, driveways.
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates Charles Barnett
753-5476

53. Services Offered

Fence sales at Sears now Call
Sears. 753-2310 for free
COURTNEY SMALL
estimate for your needs
ENGINE REPAIR 8
Guttering by Sears Sears con
SAW SHOP Coldtinous gutters installed per
woter, 489-2853.
your specifications Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
Heating refrigeration
and Professional
poirit.
electrical repair
Bob s Paperhanging paneling 3 Refrigeration Service Hazel meicial or residential 10 years
KY 498-8370 or 1531829 experience Free estimates'
Bobby Lockhart
159198/
Insulation blown in by Sears. Stop' for all your repair nu eds
Save on these high heating and roofing carpentry piun sing
cooling bills. Call Sears. 153- and electrical work look no
2310 for free estimate
.
more' Call 753.9226 or 753
K I II Stump Removal. Do you 9623- We'll do your lot'
need stumps removed from small All work don.
your yard or land cleared of
stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 24- below " •Ihtsleetstion mil copy reel.
ground feanng onty sawo.. • Melt SO finest.
and chips Call for free • CARTER
STUDIO
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
"1 30. PO ,r
1 5 3 8291
or Bob Kemp. Jr 435-4319
Licensed electrician and gas installation. heating installation Wet basement? We mato( -wet
and repairs Call 753-7203
basements dry, work competeMobile home anchors, under• ly guarenteed Call Of write
pinning. vinyls, aluminum and Morgan Construction Co
fiberglass, roofs sealed, patio Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah,
awnings, aluminum carports KY 42001 or call day or night
single or doubles lack Glover 1-442-7026
753-1873
Will haul driveway white rock
Need work on your trees? Topp- and Ag lime also have any type
of
brown or white pea gravel
ing, pruning, shaping. com plete removal and more Call Also do bac-khoe work Can
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for Roger Hudson 7534545 or
professional tree care. 753- 753-6763.
8536
55. Feed And Seed
For sale Timothy - Alfalfa hay
Will deliver (901) 34-5583 or
364-3061 nights. Dresden IN

Will clean houses.
Call 435-4360

Carpentry, cabinets, furniture
repair Bring picture
we
make
All remodeling reasonable prices
Roy•s
Carpenter Shop. 753-4124
Do all types of plumbing, large
or small lobs, all work guar
nanteed 5 years experience
753-5360

57. Wanted
Would like to rent Burley
Pounds for 1980 crop Call
192-8996

Joe West
Electrical
Service

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom Trim
Work. References. Call
Will Id Bailey 7530689

34 Years Experienced
- Reasonable Rates
Licensed and Insured
Coll 75 3-3943

Services

.4 •
•F • 4

Guaranteed Want Ad
Two'Week Warr
*to

..v
•0

sch-eduied and
indirideal who hasoon-cornwercyf
foal We
certifies
los a
hereby
Essilied Want Ad
eOnt & Times
adraoce ios a
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days M
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additional
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the same
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HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Leclget 8Z

J"

a•••••• "•••••••r.

•
•

• ••

Times

"."A" •.4•1
li- 4f •

753-3685

Dial-A-Service
753-5292

Fire
911

Poison
Control

Fall Special 1 O.% Off
All Paint and Labor
(with this cid)
Experienced-Quality Work

Sheriff
753-3151
Ambulance
753-9332

753-7588

Heating and Air
Conditioning Sales •
Soles and Service
Modern Sheet Metal
Service Department!

753-9290

Police
911

Leather Repair

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Custom Work

753-5131

Clothing, Saddles,
Harness, Purses
& Billfolds

**
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-9736 753-6952

OERsors
Quality Service
Company

Very Reasonable Prices
753-8333
Free Estimates

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS 4 CUSTOM
WOODWORKING
•LIISTOM BUNT FIN11•7111411
" •CUSTOM EMT RITC11111
camels

753-5940
1212 MAIN

FR"
Termite
inspection
flies, Roaches,
Silver fish
8. Shrubs

KELLEY'S TERMITE
8. PEST CONTROL
100S 13rhSi
Murray Ku

753-3914

14 Words $5.80

49. Used Cars

Robinson & Day Painting
Contractors

Rodia Cob
Company

TAXI CAB
SERVICE
6 a.m.-Midnight
7 Days A Week

Business Phone
753-5351
or 753-5352
Residence

753-1222
MIL
FINANCING
AVAILABLE
Save energy and get
out of the rut of thinking formal living
room. Look at this
house with a liveable,
roomy "great room"
for comfortable living.
Located on a corner lot
in an excellent
neighborhood. This is
a 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home with thermopane windows, central electric heat and
air. Priced in the $50's.
Contact 'any member
of the Kopperud Realty Home Team at 7531222.
GOOD BUY
Three bedroom brick
charmer on quiet
residential
street.
Owners have vacated
property, so you can
move right in. Attractive home at an attractive price. $42,500.,
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty for fulltime real estate ser-

FOR SALE
101 Dodge Dart Slant
Six. Coll 753-9587.
1974 Gouger XR-7, 62.600
original miles, good condition
Call 753-0828.
1974 Caprice, 44,000xx. Local
car, all options. 1975 125XLS
Honda. 1000xx like new. 1533942
1979 Camaro Berlinetta bright
yellow, lots of extras' $4600
Call 435-4555
..rp
1973 Datsun, 610. good condition. silver. 2 door, $1200 Call
489-2597
1977 LTD II, alitamatic, airconditioned. cruise Call 7536329 after 6 pm
1978 Pontiac Lemans, extra
clean 17 000 miles $4000
Call 759-1205
19/3 Super beetle, excellentconditon. $2,500 Call 4365869

50;Wd-TFu&1977 Dodge van, part
customized, need to sell Call
753-6470 or 759-1176
1968 Dodge heavy duty dump
truck good condition. $700
Call 43/4505
1972 Ford pickup. F-100, V-8
automatic long bed good con
dition $950 753-9181 or 753v8124

I.

18 Words $7.33
12 AM. Deadline for following days Publication

WE'LL GUARANTEE
YOUR WANT AD!

Sell bat bicycle the kids no longer use or Me net locker you've had stored away for so
long Were's sore to be someone looking for scores of items you hoe Around We house
that you
no longer need.
Were so sore you'll gel resells from your Murray ledger d Trees Want Ad Me we'll gratin
Re it with our new Two Week Warranty
All yes have to do is place a seven day Want id in oar Classified section for any non
C011111/(111 item or
I demi It your items do not sell within We first seven days. we 'gill
run We ad for another consecutive week at no additional charge, with no comokrehom toe you
and no questions asked
Go Reath the house don t target the attic and wage and Piet We Items TOl no longer
bare a need or What easier way to make erica cask/

Bring In The Coupon or Mail With Your Check to:
ALL ADS CASH IN ADVANCE!

THE MURRAY
LEDGER Et TIMES
10444. 4th Street, Murray, Ky.

Offer Expires January 31, 1981
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Supreme Cotieflegalfzes TV,
Still-Photo Coverage Of Trials

DEATHS & FUNERALS Boyce Norman Is
Dead At Age Of 72;
Rites Wednesday
Boyce Norman of Murray
Route 2 died Sunday at 12:15
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 72
years of age.
The deceased was retired
from the Kentucky Highway
Department. Born Feb. 5,
1908, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late William
Albert Norman and Bertha
Lee Jackson Norman.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. I.udean Camp Norman;
one daughter, Mrs. Ronald
( Linda I Dunn, Murray Route
2; one son, Jackie Garrison,
Titusville, Fla.; one sister,
Mrs. Wilma !Opal Heath,
Lone Oak; three grandchildren — Veronica Michelle
Dunn, Lisa Garrison, and Jeffrey Garrison.
Mr. Norman was a member
of the Coles Camp Ground
United, Methodist Church
where funeral services will be
held Wednesday at 2 p.m': with
the Rev. Bob Dotson officiating.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with the arranamenets by the Max Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call after 10 a.m.
Tuesday.

Services Held For
Orville Bowland
Funeral services for Orville
Bob) Howland of 1508
Clayshire Street, Murray,
were held Sunday at 3 p.m. at
the chapel of the Miller
Funeral Home, Hazel, with
the Rev, Joe Bagwell officiating. Music was by the
choir of the Oak Grove Baptist
Church.
Pallbearers were Lonnie
Arnett, Dan Black, Edward
Howland, Leslie Douglas,
Donald Holmes, and Joe Waggoner. Burial was in the Oak
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Bowland, 59, died Friday at 1:30 p.m at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Nitaree Spann Bowland,
Murray; mother, Mrs. Ruth
Holmes Bowland, Benton;
three daughters — Mrs. Ted
(Jonie I Alexander and Mrs.
Ricky (Sheila Ramsey, Murray Route 2, and Mrs. Jeannie
Paschall, Naperville, Ill.; one
son, Dillard Hicks and wife,
Carolyn, Murray Route 4; one
sister, Mrs. Henry (Lorene(
Pullum, Lombard, Ill.; two
grandchidren, Jmie Paschall
and Pat Hicks.

Funeral Is Held
For Mrs. Knight
The funeral for Mrs. Euna
Knight of Murray Route 1 was
held Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Jack Jones officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White as organist
and soloist.
Pallbearers were Noble
James Knight, Milton
Outland, Perry Hendon. Jimmy Vinson, Wilma Heath, and
Marlin Blane. Burial was in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Knight, 89, died Friday
at the Westview Nursing
Home.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Brooks Moody,
Murray Route 1; one son, Joe
Knight, Eddyville; two
sisters, Mrs. Audie Vinson and
Mrs. Evelyn Outland; two
brothers, Carnell and Mike
Heath; two grandchildren,
Penny Moody and Jerry
Knight.

Frank Spiceland
Dies With Rites
Here Wednesday

Mrs. Greer Dies
At Local Hospital

Marcell)
Mrs. Kenneth
Greer died Friday at the
Frank Spiceland, formerly
Murray-Calloway
County
of Calloway County, died SunHospital. She was 52 years of
day at 7:30 a.m. at his home in
age.
GuM, Ala. He was 69 years of
She is survived by her husage.
band, Kenneth Greer; one son,
Mr. Spiceland retired from
Ronnie Greer,and two sisters,
The Great Lakes Steele ComMrs. Lucy Marmon and Mrs.
pany of Michigan and resided
Lavell Williamson, all of
in Calloway for a time prior to
Paris, Tenn.; one brother, Bilmoving to Ginn three years
ly Joe Kirk, Farmington.
ago.
Funeral services were held
He was a member of the
Church of Christ. Born July 23, Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Shady
1911, in Stewart County, Grove Baptist Church. Burial
was in the church cemetery
Tenn., he was the son of the
with the McEvoy Funeral
late William Frank Spiceland
Home in charge of the arand Roxie Ann Anderson
rangements.
Spiceland.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mamie Wineiger
Spiceland: three daughters —
Mrs. Rita Andrews, Miland,
Mich., Mrs. Beverly
Buchanan, Florence, Ala.,and
Mrs. Patricia Hubbert, Gum,
Mrs. Cecil Rola)(
Hicks of
Ala.; one son, Ray Spiceland,
Benton Route 1 died Saturday
Houston, Texas; cone sister,
at 1:55 a.m. at the Marshall
Mrs. Thelma Holland, Taylor,
County Long Term Care
Mich.; one brother, James
Facility, Benton. She was 84
Spiceland, Florida.
years of age.
Funeral services will be
The deceased was a
held Wednesday at 11 a.m. at
member of the Brewers
the chapel of the BlalockUnited Methodist Church.
Coleman Funeral Home with
She is survived by her husEd Davis and Robert Hubbert
band, Cecil Hicks; one
officiating.
daughter, Mrs. Kenneth
Grandsons will serve as
McGregor, Benton Route 2;
pallbearers and burial will
two granddaughters, Mrs.
follow in the Murray
Sheila Baker and Mrs. Janda
Memorial Gardens.
Hawkins, Benton; three great
Friends may call at the
grandchildren.
funeral home after 6 p.m.
The funeral is being held toTuesday.
day at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Linn Funeral Home, Benton, with the Rev. Jack Doom
and the Rev. Steve Cavitt officiating. Burial will follow in
The funeral for Wavel R. the Brewers Cemetery.
Marine of Lynn Grove was
held Saturday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Mike Littrell officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White as
organist.
Furs Jones of Hardin Route
Pallbearers were Ruble
1 died IRriday at 8:35 a.m. at
Taylor, Basil Irvin, Bobby
his home. He was 74 years of
Kemp, Donald Crawford,
age and a member of the UniGlenn Crawford, and George
ty Cumberland Presbyterian
Hutchens. Burial was in the
Church.
Salem Cemetery.
Survivors include his wife,
Mr. Marine,72, died TuesMrs. Ola Jones; one brother,
day at his home.
Burnice Jones, Washington,
He is survived by his wife,
Ind.: half sister, Mrs. Anice
Mrs. Alene Irvin Marine;'one
Byers, Oregon; several nieces
daughter, Mrs. Claude Smith,
and nephews.
Detroit, Mich.; one son, Bob
Funeral services were held
Marine, Route 1, Dukedom,
Sunday at 3 p.m. at the chapel
Tenn.; five granchildren.
of the Filbck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, with
the Rev. Robert Truitt and the
Rev. 'Terry' Henderson officiating. Burial was in the
Unity Cemetery.

Mrs. Cecil Hicks
Dies Saturday At
Benton Hospital

Final Rites Held
For Mr. Marine

Eura Jones Dies
At His Home With
Rites On Sunday

Billy R. Taylor
Dies With Rites
Being Held Today

Billy Ray Taylor of Benton
Route 5 died Friday at 8:30
a.m, at the Marshall County
Hospital, Benton. He was 65
years of age.
He was an ironworker and
member of the Walnut Street
Baptist Church and Masonic
Lodge No. 622, Benton.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Dora Taylor; two
daughters, Mrs. Barbara Connelly, Benton Route 5, .and
Mrs. Ora Lou York, Dexter;
five sons, Harold, William Ed,
and George Taylor, all of Benton, John Taylor, Detroit,
Mich., and Lisle Taylor,
Mayfield.
He is also survived by two'
sisters, Mrs. Madgie York,
Benton, and Mrs. Elvie Shupe,
Goshen, Ohio; two brothers,
Howard Taylor, South Shore,
and Elbart Taylor, Jenkins;
15 grandchildren; five great
grandchildren.
The funeral was held today
at 11 a.m, at the chapel of the
Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home with the Rev. Larry
I,ogsdon officiating. Burial
was in the Clark Cemetery.

Cub Scout Pack 76
To Meet Tuesday
Cub Scout Pack No. 76 of
North Calloway Elementary
School will meet Tuesday,
Jan. 27, at 7 p.m.
Bub Gibbs, Cubmaster,
urges all boys to be present.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Sereice
January 26,1961
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts:- An 1434 F:st 500 Barrows &
Gilts .50-.75 lower Sows steady- to 31.00
lower
US 1-2 210-24011o.
540 25-4050
US 2210-250
.
340 00-40 25
US 2-3240-200 lbs
0.197,0-40 00
US 24 250-270 lbs
$38 50-39 50
Sows
US 1-2 270-35016s.
132 00 cl 00
US 1-3 300-450 is,
5.040-1540
US 1-3 450-500 lb..
815 00-600
US 1-3 500650 lbs
116 (50.17 50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
0.1200'1.100
WWI'S 28 00-29 50

Mrs. Blalock Dies
Saturday; Widow
Of Dr. Blalock
Mrs. Essie Bell Blalock died
Saturday at 8:10 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was 92 years of age and the
wife of Dr E. R. Blalock who
died in 1933.
She was a member of the
Grace Baptist Church. Born
March 15, 1688, in Trigg County,she was the daughter of the
late Benjamin Bell and
Elizabeth Williams Bell. She
was preceded in death by one
daughter, Mrs. Faye Blalock
Farris, on Dec. 16, 1970, and
two sons, Paul E. Blalock 'on
Feb. 16, 1978, and James H.
Blalock on May 28, 1978.
Mrs. Blalock is survived by
one son, Pat D. Blalock,
University City, Mo.; three
daughters-in-law, Mrs. Anne
Blalock, University City, Mo.,
Mrs. Robbie Blalock, Hazel
Route 2, and Mrs. Margaret
Blalock, Murray: sister-inlaw, Mrs. Nellie Bell, Murray;
eight grandchildren; 12 great
grandchildren.
The funeral is being held to
day at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating and Mrs. Otto
Erwin as organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Scott Farris, Bobby Fal`ris,
Brett Kerns, Ben Allen
Brumley, Tony Miller, and
David Hill, all great grandsons. Burial will follow in the
Barnett Cemetery.

Rescue Squad
Saves House
From Field Fire
The Calloway County FireRescue Squad Saturday saved
a house, located on Kentucky
94 East by the Kenlake Trailer
Court, as a fire destroyed
three nearby acres of field and
wooded area, a rescue squad
spokesman said.
The fire was stopped within
10 yards of the house, the
spokesman said. Eight men
with two trucks responded to
the call.
Cause of the fire is unknown,
the spokesman said.
In another call, two squad
members freed a stuck dog in
a sewer pipe in Panorama
Shores.

Livestock Market

WASHINGTON ( API —
States are free to allow television and still-photography
coverage of crunirial trials —
even when defendants object,
the Supreme Court ruled to
day.
Such coverage does not
automatically violate a
criminal defendant's constitutional right to a fair trial,
the high court said.
Today's unarumous decision
upheld Florida's policy of
allowing courtroom camera
coverage, thus upholding the
burglary convictions of two
Miami Beach policemen who
claimed they had been denied
a fair trial.
More than half the states
have adopted some policy,
either permanently or on an
experimental basis, for allowing broadcast media coverage
of trials. Not all those states,
however, have
allowed
coverage of criminal trials
over the objections of defendants or others involved.
Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger, writing for the court,
said a 1965 decision striking
down the swindling conviction
of Texas financier Billie Sol
Estes did not establish that
televising criminal trials is inherently unconstitutional.
-It does not stand as an absolute ban on state experimentation with an evolving
technology, which in terms of
modes of mass communications, was in its relative infancy ,in 1964, and is, even now, in
a State of continuing change,"
Burger said.
He added that the Supreme
Court is not willing to set down
any such kind of automatic
ban.
Justices Byron R. White and

Coupon
Clippers

Potter Stewart, in separate
opinions, said they thought the
Estes decision 16 years ago
had set down an absolute ban
but that they were willing to
overturn that decision
Burger's opinion said defendants remain Ire.to challenge
their convictions on grim*
that news media coverage
prejudiced their trial
But, he said, defendants
cannot bar the courthouse
door to the broadcast news
media if state policy says
otherwise.
-If it could be demonstrated
that the mere presence of
photographic and recording
equipment and the knowledge
that the event would be broadcast invariably and uniformly
affected the conduct of Mt
participants so as to unpair
fundamental fairness, our
task would be simple; prohibition of broadcast coverage of
trials would be required,"
Burger said.
The decision did not give the
broadcast media any constitutional right to cover trials
cameras • and
with
microphones, but appeared to
lay the groundwork for such a
First Amendment showdown
The Supreme Court last July
ruled that the public and news
media have such a constitutional right to attend
criminal trials — even when
defendants object.
Armed with that ruling,
broadcasters may be expected
to test their rights in those
states not allowing broadcast
coverage of trials, or allowing
such coverage only when all
participants consent.
The American Bar Association's ethical standards imposing an absolute ban on
media
electronic
and
photographic coverage of
courts still serves as a model
for many states and the
federal courts.
Florida's policy was
challenged by two Miami
Beach policemen convicted in
the 1977 burglary of a
restaurant, Picciolo's.
Noel Chandler and Robert

Granger awe were essieeired
to overt yaws es prim The
Flange isprosie
previewed, hod repelled Illew
argionomb OM a Irkrinswd
ins& insisted their for linol
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Reagan's Stance On
Synfuel Development
Good News To Some
F.VAMSVIII.E. Ind API
President Heagan's critical
Aarice on synthetic fuel developrnent is good
for people
who want to hold back the fledgling energy industry. an environmentalist told an Indiana
audience Saturday
Jonathan Lash, the attorney
for the Washingtootrased/Nationa1 Resources Defense Council, said that Reagan probably
would not abolish federal subsidies for synfuel development,
but did predict a curtailment of
funds,

"It's my gue.ss that there will
be more competition for federal
funds, whic means an investment of more private risk
capital," Lash said at a symposium on synfuel development
A majority of the people in
at Indiana State University's
all age, educational and inEvansville campus.
come groups say that they clip
"We've learned from past exnewspaper coupons regularly,
perience that when the federal
according to a study congovvernment tries to promote
ducted by researchers at
something and regulate it at the
Syracuse
same time, it usually doesn't
The study, however, showed
work out well.
that people in lower income
"You've got to know which
The Calloway County
and educational groups are Republican Executive Com- questions to ask, when to ask
most likely to clip, coupons mittee will meet Tuesday, them and what to do with the
regularly. The researches also Feb. 3, at 8 p.m. The meeting answers you receive," the endiscovered that clipping will be held at the home of vironmentalist said. "Do you
declines as the income level Mrs. James Hammack, 801 just want a safer sy•nfuel plant,
increases.
no plants, or,none of your money'
Minerva.
The study, conducted in 11
All registered Republicans used to subsidize them?"
newspaper markets, further are invited to attend. Items on
Bob Roach of the National
showed that 61 percent of the agenda include publication Audubon Society questioned the
women clip coupons as do 57 of a newsletter, voter registra- need for the construction of a
percent of men.
tion drives and candidate "synfuels alley" in northern
search. Any persons seeking Kentucky, but said he saw a
further information are advis- need for synfuel development.
''It's unrealistic and
ed to contact Mrs. Hammack.
Prices of stocks of local interest at 11

County GOP
Executive Group
To Meet Feb. 3

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP - USDA Cattle IWO, slaughter steers 2.00 lower:
heifers 100.200 lower: cows 1 002 00
higher, bulls 1 00 lower, calves and
vealers poor') tested. feeders 1 00
lower,
Slaughter steers choice 900-1310 lb
6000-63 70. mixed diod and choice 10001150 lb 58 0040 00. good 1050-1280 lb
54 90-51 00.
SlangMer heifers choice 0(50.11110 lb
59 00-62 00, mixed good and choice 750
IPA lb 5600-59 00, good 800950 lb 50 00a in local time today,furnished by First
56 00,
of Michigan Corp .04 Murray.
Slaughter cows commercial 41 754425. utility 41 50-4640, high dressing
-2.13
46 50-47 10. cutter 36 40-4100; canner Industrial Average
under 800 lb 32 00-38 00,
ts
4.111
. 4-.4
Slaughter bulls 1-3 1100-1730 lb 51 00 Air
ProducAmencan Motors
4 -'.
57 50, 10001600 1b45 00-51 00,
Ashland
31 -'1
.
Slaughter ralvers and vealers choice
American Telephone
Ws 4"4
145-230 lb vealers 67 00-74 00;
Chrysler
51:unc
Slaughter calves untested, feeder Ford Motor
HP. -1-4'
steers 300-500 lb 0500-70.00: 500700 lb OAF
Ws -'s
64 00-70 00, 700-954 lb 60 00-63 25. 500-615 General Dynamic
341. -1.4
lb 60 00-64 00, 300-500 lb 61 40-6600, 500- General Motors
445, 11,
715 lb 56 00-64 00. holstems 300600 lb General Tire
21 -.
-' -50 60-59 50. heifers 3130400 lb 56.0041 00: Goodrich •
22:9tune • -. .....
1711
500-640 lb 5500-61 25. 530715 lb 52 00- Goodyear
Gulf Oil
56 50, 350-600lb 50 00-56 00:
271.0 -1.
Hogs 800, barrows and gilts 75-1 00 Hardee%
Heutilein
lower. 1-2 200-2301b 41.30-41 45.236-2451b
65 unc
41 00-41 30, 200260 lb 4450-41.00. 260275 1 El 91
2644817A
lb 40 00-40 50, 2-3 250-270 lb 39 50-40 00, Jerice
Kmart
1Piunc
270350 lb 39 00-39 50; sows steady, 1-2
Kuhn's Big K
350-400 lb 35 00-36 00: 400-550 lb 36 00
Penwalt
37504. 500410 lb 37 00-39 00: boars over QuakerOsts
25' + '4
300 lb 32 75-33 75. under 300 lb Z8 00Texaco
43 -I
32 75:
U.S. Tobacco
VP. +,
Sheep 25. untested.
Wendy'a
178 1.7..A
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unreasonable to say there should
be no synluel pm* devetoped
Each propel should be inalled
on its own merits, its own em
pact,- Hosch sod
He added that the synfuris
push ma) be happening too
quickly, and noted Ow federal
governmetn's goal of synthetically producing 2 billion
barrels of cal a din by 1982 as an
example of rushed development
of the industry
-If we stick to that goal, what
kind of technologies are we going to be working with" Roach
said. -Given the tune frame for
planning and construction, we'll
have to go with the technokgy
we know about today. The second and third generaltion
technolo,)es, which may be
cleaner and more efficient.
won't bee developed e ancl
available for our use."
Bob Ginsberg. of the Chicago
based Citizens for a Better Environment, called synfuel pro
cesses such as coal gassificatior
and liquifaction "the most
dangerous technological pro
ceases that have formed in Chi
last 30 years."
"Ttte's a lot of organic
chemicals that will be prockiced
unwanted hi-products that vat
appear in both air and watei
emissions," Ginsberg said.
The speakers agreed thc
unknowns of synfuels develop
ment won't be easily answeret
because there are no commer
coal synfuel plants operating ir
the u.s. Plants in operation nom
are either pilot projects oi
demonstration sites.
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SALE!
How to get money out of
your house without selling it

Remember The 110th!

You simply come to us for a homeowner loan backed by your
equity. With real estate values up, you probably qualify for a
much larger loan than you think. So the equity in your house is
like money in your pocket ... a lot of money to be used for any
reason you might have.

• No Points • No Brokers Fee • No Prepayment Penalty

Pay By mail
1978 Malibu Omsk
4 door, one owner, local car, burgundy, burgundy vinyl roof, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning, AM-FM, tilt wheel, cruise control,
opprox 25,700 miles. Extra nice.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
Keep that Great GM Feeling
III 1611
bit Snuin

The 10th of each month is o very important dote to your
newspaper carrier Your carrier mu.?
receive your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill
You see. these carriers ore independent business men and women They buy their papers from
us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at th• retail delivery rots When you don't pay them by
the 10th they hove to dig down into their own pockets to wake up the
difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month They depend
on you So write
their pay checks
Collection time con be on inconvenience for you and your cornier.
So
paying may mail so simple may to avoid getting caught without the right change and you
ovoid the bother of monthly collections.
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In Murray:
(In Bel-Air Shopping Center)
Suite 2

Phone 753-6573
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